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IIITROJXJOTION 
Students of soolal and eultural change haTe developed in recent years 
an Inoreaalng Interest In the specific area of diffusion research. The 
field of diffusion has been e^proached firon slightly different points of 
viev by anthropologists and sociologists. The anthropologists hare 
primarily dealt with inter-societal diffusion, whereas, xtoral sociolocists 
have concentrated more on intra-societal and intrar>coiniimnltal diffusion. 
This study is concerned with the intra-societal and intra-coafflunital 
diffusion of iaprored farm practices. The spread of iBQ>roved farming 
practices fron the Tennessee Valley Authority test demonstration fams 
in southwestern Virginia provided the source of data upon which this 
analysis is based. 
Th« TVA* Demonstration Frograa 
The Tennessee Valley Authority is a corporation created by an act 
of Congress, May 18, 1933> act, along with other provisions, pro­
vided for the production and testing of fertilizers in cooperation with 
national, state, district or county experiment stations or demonstration 
farms. Under the authority of this act the board nay make donations or 
soles of the fertilizers to be distributed throu^ county dsoonstration 
agents and agricultural colloges for esQjerimentation or education. The 
5 
The Tennessee Valley Authority will be referred to as the TVA 
in the remaining sections of this dissertation. 
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board may also Introduce such, produota in cooperation with practical 
farmers so as to obtain information as to the value, effect, and best 
methods of use and encourage the spread of such practices aaoxis other 
farmers who may come in contact with the demonstration. 
To facilitate the program two types of demonstrations were initiated. 
First, the area demonstration, where farmers in the area agreed to try out 
approved farming methods in return for which thoy received fertiliser and ' 
technical aid in connection with its use. These were laxown as area 
demonstrations and, as of 19!>2, were discontinued. Second, the individual 
farm demonstration where the sin^e farm was the unit and the f&rmer, in 
return for adopting certain approved farming practices, received fertilizer 
technical aid. It is with this individual farm demonstration unit 
that this study is concerned. 
Objectives of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the diffusion of ii^roved 
farming practices utilising the TTA test demonstration units as the basis 
for the investigation. More specifically, the study is concerned with 
four general objectives. ?irst, to ocmpare the operators of the TVA test 
demonstration farms with operators of farms not in the demonstration pro­
gram on the basis of selected socio-economic characteristics. Seoond, to 
describe the process by which the spread and acceptance of selected faxB 
practices occur, cheeking for similarities or differences between the 
demonstrators and non-demonstrators. Third, to analyse the role played 
by various diffusion media in the spread and acceptance of these improved 
3 
praotioes, obaerriag atqr differential importance of the media with rela­
tion to demonstrators and non-demonstratora. Fourth, to analyze the 
relationship of selected sooio-eoonomio factors to the adoption or non-
adoption of these improved farm practices. 
The above four objectives form the bases for research hypotheses 
and the oollootlon and analysis of data by which these are tested in this 
dissertation* 
u 
HiSVISW OP LUERATOHB 
Chronologloal BeTiev 
Moat dlfftision research has been oonoemed with the spread and aooep<> 
taaoe of oultriral traits at the inter-ooltural or the state and aatlozxal 
lerels. fhe retearoh at these le7d.s has heen carried on mainly hy cul­
tural aathropologists. Research by the rural soclolo^rists on the diffu­
sion of a^icoltoral inncrations has been prifflarily conducted at the 
local coononity leyel. As a result, most of the diffusion research done 
by rural sociologists has been conducted in and applied to relatirely 
hoBOgeneous cultural areas. Since the nid-1920*B several research studies 
of this nature have been published* A brief reriew of soae of these and 
their oajor findings will be presented in this section. 
Three of the earliest research studies in this area were conducted 
under the direction of Wilson (26,27,2g) of the Sztensica Serrice, United 
States Department of Agriculture. The first two of theee research studies 
dealt with the use of Sztensioa publications and materials as it related 
to the adoption of farming practices. The third attenQ)ted to eraluate the 
effectiTeness of a series of "olorer and pro^erity" meetings in iaflu-
enoing farmers to either start growing legoaes or to ioprore legoae 
production practices already in use. An attempt was made to analyze the 
techniques employed in Zztension, both from the standpoint of the dis­
semination of information to famers and from the standpoint of actually 
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Influenoiog farmers to accept improved practicos in growing legumes. 
The first study dealing with the influence of bulletins and news 
stories and circular letters upon farm practice adoptions was published 
in 1927. In terms of time costs in obtaining the adoption of improved 
practices, the number of adoptions per unit of time for news stories were 
first. These were followed closely by bulletins, with circular letters 
proving the least efficient. Of the fazners who had received bulletins, 
62 per cent indicated that they had used Information obtained frtan these 
bulletins. Tenancy was not an important factor in the use of information 
contained in the bulletins as about the same proportion of owners and 
tenants made use of the information from bulletins. Itducation did bear a 
relationship to the use of Information firom farm bulletins as Uo per 
cent more operators with some high school or College training got infoma-
tlon from farm bulletins than did others with only a grade school edu­
cation. 
The method through which bulletins were received by the operators 
seemed to be important in relation to the information used from them. 
Approximately 7^ po' cent of the operators requoatlng bulletins utilited 
information contained in than. Hext were those who received bulletins 
from the county agents with nearly 63 per cent using information from 
the bulletins received. Approximately ^0 per cent of those receiving 
bulletins throu^ meetings or by mailing lists utilized information con­
tained in them. Slightly more than 23 per cent of the farmers who re­
ceived bulletins from their congressmen used information ftrom these 
bulletins. 
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The seoond research study dealing with the distribution of bulletins 
and their use by farmers was published in 1928. The findings of this 
publication were essentially the same as those in the re\)ort of the 
earlier research. One difference was noted with regard to tenancy* 
Approximately per cent of the ovners vho had obtained bulletins 
adopted practices attributed to theeie compared to 30 per cent of the 
renters vho had obtained bulletins. A larger proportion of operators 
vho requested bulletins adopted recommended practices set forth in the 
bulletins than among those vho obtained bulletins by other mesne. 
Farm papers were ranked first as activatiiv: media, with bulletins seoond 
and circular letters third. 
The third research study vas published In 1933* The major purpose 
of this study vas to evaluate the effectireness of a series of extension 
techniques in influencing farmers to either start legnmes or 
to improve legume production praoticea sdreeidy in use. Throe different 
counties vere selected as nearly alike as possible except for the stsge 
of advancement of the legume practices within each county. In the one 
county no extension conferences on the legume pro^Tam had been conducted. 
In the second county three conferences had been held and in the third, 
six conferences. Tlie adoptions of reoomnendAtions were slightly higher 
proportionally for owner operators than for tenant operators. However, 
length of residence on the farm, slae of farm and age did not shov & 
positive relationship to adoptions. The number of educational teohnlqaes 
utilized In disseminating information to the farmers vas positively 
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related to the adoption of practices. Forty-one per cent of the farmers 
exposed to one or two means of connmnication adopted Tarious legune 
growing practices compared to 100 per cent of those who had been exposed 
to eleven or more eduoatiojoal techniques. V<'ith regard to effectiveness 
of technicues of comxounication, demonstration meetings, correspondence 
and telephone calls were more effective in the no conference area than 
in the area where six annual legume conferences had heen held. Office 
calls, farm visits and exhibits were equally effective in all three 
counties. However, in the county with the most advanced stage of the 
legume program, news stories, circular letters, bulletins, meetings 
other than method demonstration meetings, resxilt demonstrations, signs 
and radio apparently were more effective than in the other two counties. 
The number of legume practices adopted per farm varied directly with 
the stage of the legume educational program in that county. 
The information contained in these three research studies is in­
teresting in lii^t of information gained in more recent research, but 
was extremely limited due to the inclusion of lixtension techniques 
only. Factors other than the Sxtension program may have been operating 
in the areas v^ere the research studies were conducted. 
Eollmorgen (7) studied the effect of cultural considerations in 
farming enterprises among the German-Swiss in Franklin County, Ten­
nessee. This study was published in 19^. A cultural island of 39 
German-Swiss farmers living within a district having a total of l6l 
farm operators was studied in this research. The non-Oerman-Swiss of 
that same district constituted one control ^oup and all farmers of 
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two other dlstrlote oonstitutod the eeoond and tlilrd control groups* 
Kollmorgen found that the (reraan-Swlss oaltural group had followed 
better methods of faraing from the standpoint of soil oonserration and 
farm Income than had nearliy control groups. The Oerman-Svlss group 
was responsible also for introducing more mechanical and crop innora-
tions than the other farmers. The leaders responsible for influencing 
farmers to ad(^t ia^roTed farming methods read widely about agricul­
tural matters in agricultural Journals. The non-^rman-Swisa farmers 
did not read the agricultural Journals because they felt that the ^mb-
lishers knew less about farming matters than they themselves knew. 
Hoffer (^ji) in 19U2 conducted a research study dealing with the 
I ^ 
acceptance of approTSd farming practices among farmers of Dutch descent 
in Michigan. He found that farm ownership, education, income, sise of 
farm and social participation were positively associated with the 
adoption of iBQjroTed farm practices. Age was negatively associated 
with the adoption of some practices and no significant relationship was 
fotmd with the adoption of other practices. 
The foreign>born Dutch adopted fewer approved practices than the 
native-born of Dutch descent but the differences were not great. Hoffer 
stressed the in^rtance of the influence of the Heformed Church and the 
limited land resources in the Dutch homeland as factors relating to 
conservatism with regard to the adoption of approved practices. Be 
concluded that the commonity situation influences the adoption of 
approved practices through the nature of the contacts It provides. These 
contacts may be either favorable or unfavorable to the adoption of 
approved practices. 
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In 13^^» Matthews, Jenkins, and Sletto (10) published a research 
study on attitudes of farners toward farm praotloes and rural proframs. 
Tcu^mers in this study indicated that tenancy and race were not definite­
ly related to attitudes toward the practice of planting: winter coyer 
crops. About the same pro3}ortion of wliite and farmers^ owners and 
non-owners, approved the idea of planting winter cover erops. However, 
the farmers of the higher socio-eoonomic levels were considerably more 
approving than those of the lower socio-economic levels. Somewhat 
more ne TO farmers than white approved of governmental cotton reduction 
programs. Disapproval of governmbntal purchase of sub-marginal land 
was much more widespread among the operators of small farms and persons 
of the lower socio-econotaic levels than among operators of large fans 
and those of higher sooio-econoiaic levels. There was a negative rela^ 
tionshlp between the approval of govemnent payment for soil ccnsemra-
tion practices and the socio-econoaic status of the farmer. 
In 19U6 Ooleman (3) prepared an unpublished report on some aspects 
of human relations in soil conservation. One hundred and ten case 
histories wore obtained from farmers who were using contouring or 
terraces to some extent. These were sub-divided into four ^rroups: 
(1) Farmers with active conserration plans in the local soil conserva­
tion district; (2) "Gold Star" conservationists~a small ^ ^oup judged 
to have done an eoecellent Job of soil conservation on their farms; 
(3) "Beginning conserVRtionists"—farmers who had Just be^tun contour­
ing during the past year; and (U) Several specific neighborhood groups. 
Economic motivations seemed to pron^t the adoption of consenratioa 
xo 
practices In many of the onsea. Oonsenrntion farmers attri1)uted their 
interest and activity in soil conservation to an inoome motivation and 
a desire to improve yieXds, income or XeveX of living. A desire for 
efficienoy was quite frequently ^;iven. Altruistic considerations and 
pride in building and maiatainine a reputation as a good farmer were 
more iaportant as auxiliary motivations, but were seldom mentioned as 
the most important or the only value in conservation. Zn practically 
all cases reasons for failure to adopt contouring were based on economic 
considerations. Owner operators made up the larger proportion of the 
farmers with Boint: conservation plans and were especially frequent 
among the "Gold Star" conservation farmers. Very few conservation farms 
were operated by temuxts. Xhere i^peared to be no clear out relation­
ship between a^e and the adoption of conservatioa practices. Recogni­
tion of the personal need for conservation measures was an essential 
first stei} in the process of adopting conservation practices. Very 
few farmers abandoned contouring after once trying; it. Farmers who 
in 19^ had going conservation plans tried their first contour practices 
about five years on the average after they had seen such practices for 
the first time. Farmers indicated that seeing the practices dmionstrated 
was of most inportance in getting them to adopt soil conservation 
practices. Torthermore, the final decision to try contouring was made 
only after the farmer had seen it on the farm of a respected nel^or 
or relative and had talked to this farmer about it. Rending:, meetings, 
demonstrations or tours as major influences in their decisions to try 
contouring were mentioned by very few of the farmers. 
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The Bviroaa of A{;riaaltaxol >'conomLc8 (19) in 19U7 imblished a alaeo-
graphed pamphlet on the Hxtenaion Serrloe in Vermont. Schedule in­
formation vas eeoured iTon farm operators and wlTes representlne 3^9 
households. Yount'^er farmers, those with hl^^har Inoomes, and those with 
the most eduoation, were more frequently following: one or all of the 
seren approved fam praotioes conoidered than were the older, lover 
income, or less educated farmers, Farm papers and magazines were the 
main source of farm Information used by Vermont farmers with ]Sxtension 
SerTlce«>Tarm Bur->au contacts second, nnd friends and nei^ibors third. 
Middle-aged farmers mentioned the Bxtension Service as a source of ideas 
more often than did either younger or older farmers. Tv;o-thirds of the 
farmers with either high school or college training said they acually 
got their agricultural Information from printed materials. Only two-
fifths of the grade school people got information in this manner. 
Bztension Service contacts were more frequently mentioned by the upper 
educational groups, whereas friends and nei^ibors were mentioned more 
fregoently by the lower income groups as sources of information. 
Xn 19^ Hiederfrank, Colliags, and Hill (11) brnu^:ht out a imbli-
cation dealin,*: with an evaluation of the effectiveness of Extension 
work in Luhboclc County, Texas. This study dealt largely with the 
problem of deteraining to what extent rural people participated in the 
Sztension work and to what extent they possessed a knowledge of the 
Extension services available. Some emphasis was placed upon the 
extent to which practices recommended by the Bztension Service had 
been adopted by the farm families. It was found that the farm people 
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who portlolpated nost were the middle-aged, better educated, owners or 
tenants who had lived In the county three or more years. Size of fnm-> 
Ing operations was not significantly related to the de/pree of partici­
pation, but differences in level of living; were consistently and posi­
tively related to the degree of participation. Both owner operators 
and their wives showed greater participation in the Extension activities 
than tenant operators and their wives. More people read Extension 
articles in the newspapers and listened to Extension radio prograas 
than participated in euty other way. A nojority of both men and women 
were reached through those media. Two-fifths of the men and two-thirds 
of the women attended meetings held by Bxtension specialists. Sixty-
four per cent of the farmers indicated that fam Journals were their 
main source of farm information; U9 per cent named friends and nei^bors 
and UU per cent listed county agent radio talks. The results showed 
that home demonstration club members had generally adopted more recom­
mended home practices than non-members, thus indicating the importance 
of formal pa-ticipation in the Extension program. 
Lionberger (8,9) made a study of low income farmers in Missouri 
and published two bulletins as a result of this study, the first in 
19^^9 the second in 19!)1> Both of these publications dealt with 
contacts with sources of farm and home information and the use of faxn 
and home in.omation by low income farmers. It was found that the 
number of reading sources of farm and home information recognized by 
the operators and wives was more closely associated with educational 
attainment than with any of the other factors considered. Differences 
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by tenare status, a^o of operator, location on or off an all weather 
road, and ownership or non-^wnershlp of an outoaoblle or truck vei-e 
negligible. Fornal education of the operator was more closely associated 
with obtaining useful form and home Information from farm bxilletlns 
than with any of the other reading sources considered. Only I'} per 
cent of the households headed by farm operators with less than flye 
yenrs schooling obtEdned useful farm and home Information from farm 
bulletins, compared to 55 P^^ oent of those headed by operators with 
nine or more years of schooling. Of those farmers and their wives who 
had contaots with available means of farm and home Information, 91 
per cant found the services of the county agent useful. All subscribers 
to farm ,'oumals found them useful as sources of farm and home Informal 
tlon. El^ty-three par cent of the households listening regularly to 
radio stations from which farm and home information oould be obtained 
found these contacts useful for securing Information. All operators and 
wives recognized moro impersonal than personal sources of farm and home 
information. More households reported receipt of farm and homo infozna-
tlon from farm Journals, newspapers, and radio broadcasting stations, 
than from friends and neighbors, the most frequently mentioned personal 
source, ^e rank of the use of these sources from most freq^.ent to 
least frequent was newspapers, farm Journals, neighbors and friends, radio 
broadcasts, county a,:ent, P. M. A. offices, and ferm bulletins. The 
low income fazn operators and wives obtained Information through com­
mercialised channels of communication to a greater extent than from 
public rv^encles, includin/^ the college of agriculture. Radio broadcasts 
ih 
were generally view'd with favor as sources of farm information. This \ 
study indicates that tho use of sources of informntion for recommended 
I 
farm and home practices does not guarantee the adoption of than. Com­
pliance with the eight selected practices vas about 6o per cent short 
of the recoononded standard. The importance of primary group discus^ 
sion as a means of disseminating farm information is demonstrated by 
this study. There was less than 12 per cent Tariation with educational 
attainment in the extent to which farm operators and wiTes used the 
primary group discussion as a means of disseminating form and home 
infomation. No measurable difference was noted when tenure status vas 
considered. On the other hand, differences between fnrm income groups 
were considerable. This study bears out the theory that personal sources 
are more effective in securing adoption of practices than the impersonal 
sources. A higher correlation exiated between personal sources and 
the number of approved practices adopted than between either radio or 
rending sources and approved practices. 
The Cass County study published by the Iowa Agricultural Extension 
Service (6) in 19'^9 utilized the technique of "before and after" studies. 
The basis for the study vas a labor saving show wldch was sponsored 
jointly by the County ?arm Bureau and local Chamber of Commerce in Cass 
County Iowa. The show materials and displays vere provided by the Ex­
tension Service of lova State College. The first set of intervievs, 
taken prior to the shov, dealt with the farmers* attitudes toward 
changing practices; familiarity with the services offered by the Ibeten-
sion Service; and the use of such services in the past. The second set 
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of interrlews was taken a month after the show to learn which families 
had attended the show, the attitudes of the attenders toward the things 
thejr saw, and which of the ideas they intended to adopt. A third set 
of InterTiews was token eight months after the show and attempted to 
find out which of the practices had actually been adopted by the respon­
dents preriously indicating intention to adopt the practices. 
Results of the first set of interrlews indicated that one-third of 
the farm operators and homemakers Indicated some degree of acquaintance 
with the County Sxtension Director and the County Home Sconomlst. Two-
thirds of the farm families stated that the Extension Service had helped 
then with their farm and home problems. Three-fourths of the homemakers 
had never stopped in the County Extension office or had not done so 
within the two years prior to the research sttidy. The local papers 
were the only media mentioned by over half of the aerators and home-
makers as a source of information from the County Bxtension Serrice. 
Magaslnes, newspapers, and radio were the usual sources of information 
for both farm operators and homemakers. A large majority of all the 
operators and homemakers interriewed had never ordered btilletins from 
Iowa State College. The radio is reaching more of the farm families 
with Information from the Iowa State College Extension Serrice than 
any of the other media of communication and instruction. The results 
from the follow-up interrlews indicate the success of this technique 
for reaching the farmers In the area with Extension Serrice ree«niend»> 
tlons. Bulletins were requested by three-fourths of the homemakers 
and two-thirds of the farm operators attending the show. ?our out of 
l6 
erery five of the farm fomllies vho attended the show adopted an ayera^e 
of three of the practices reoomiaended at the ohov. The most frequently 
mentioned feature the faxn people liked about the show was the pergonal 
contact vlth the apeolaliat in charge of the exhibit. Not being able 
to aee the exhibit or to talk with the apecialiat becauae of the orovd 
being too large vaa the moat frequently mentioned dialiks coming from 
the farm people. Thia reaearch not only demonatratea the uaefulneaa 
of the traveling exhibit aa a meana of aeourlng spread of information, 
but alao indicatea a method by which the effective uae of apecialiats 
can be inereaaed. 
Byan and Groaa conducted a reaearch study of the acceptance and 
diffuaion of hybrid aeed corn in two Iowa comsninitiea. Thia reaearch 
resulted in the i^blication of three articles in the Journal of Rural 
Sociology (U,13,15) end a btilletin published in 19^ (1^)* The results 
of the reaearch indicated that within one decade practically all of 
the farm operator a in the area stodied had adopted hybrid corn seed. 
The pattern of adoption waa made up of throe periods. First, a long 
period of slow initial growth; second, a rapid rise in adoption; and 
third, a tapering off and brief decline as the most resiatant operators 
accepted the technique. Moat adoptera went through a "trial uae" 
period. Sven those who were laat to adopt the practice tried a smsill 
amount of the aeed before moving to the atage of planting all hybrid 
seed. The media providing the farm operatora with the first information 
of hybrid com tended to differ fjrom the media which were most success­
ful in leading them to adopt the practice. T)ie major single source of 
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original lcnowled/:e a})out hybrid seed vas the seed saleanan. The souroe 
exerting the most influence to try hybrid seed com vas the farmer's 
neighbors. The size of farm enterprise, educational level, and social 
participation of the operator vere all associated with early adoption* 
Age was inversely associated with early adoption. Tenure str.tua and 
mobility, extended neighboring, and nationality background had little 
or no association with time of adoption. Leadership in the adoption 
of new techniques vas not the same leadership involved in organized 
community affairs. The authors advanced the theory that the greatest 
acceptance of technological innovations amoag farm operators occurred 
among those who had a more secular pattern of social life. The cumula­
tive adoption of the use of hybrid seed corn rdlowed the Chapin (1, 
-38^) "S" curve of culttiral change. 
Pedarsen (12) mblished an article in the JoumaLl of Rural Sociology 
in 19'31» dealini ith cultural differences in the acceptance of recoB-
mended practices. .. sample vas selected from adjacent concentrated 
ethnic ,'Toup settl&amats, one Polish and one Danish in Clark County, 
Wisconsin. A sample of the Polish farmers was matched with the Danes 
on sex, nativity, and the general soil type on which their farming 
activities were conducted. For every trait measured the Danish farm 
operators exceeded the Polish farmers in the proportion who had adopted 
the selected recommended practices. fbB attitudes and \-alues expres­
sed by the Danish culture oreated a cliaate that vas favorable to 
cultural chanj.:e, while the culture of the Polish (^oup tended to 
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perpetuate tho status quo. However it was found that the native l)orn 
farmer in the Polish group exceeded the Polish immigrant in the aooei>> 
tance of recommended practices, although the {;eneral level of acceptance 
vas low for hoth of these groups. 
In I9U7 the Statistical Laboratory of Iowa State Collef^o conducted 
a survey concerned with the sources of information used by farmers. This 
was published in a publication entitled, InTABMation Please (20). In 
1951 the Statistical Laboratory of Iowa State Collef^e conducted a survey 
similar to this first one and published it under the title of, InPARM-
ation. KLease Ho. 2 (21). The publication of both of these surveys was 
done by Wallace's Farmer and Iowa Homestead. The I9U7 survey revealed 
that farm papers and magazines were mentioned as the main sources of 
Information for farm matters in general, with radio broadcasts next. 
The 1931 survey divided the subject matter into various seotinns, each 
section dealing with a particular farm practice. With this division it 
was found that farmers and homenakers ohose different media of conntani-
cation for different subject matter. However, magasines and newspapers 
were still the most important source of general farm information to the 
farm people. There seemed to be a pattern of reliance upon given news-
pepei-s, aagasines, and radio stations, as more people selected a parti­
cular magasine and a particular radio station as a source of information 
for all of the areas rather than different ones for different areas. 
Farm magasines were found to be more important as sources of information 
than any other media. 
In Septeniber 1931f Coleman (2) }>ublished an article entitled, "Dif­
ferential Oontact with Extension Work in Sew Tork Rural Oomnonity" in 
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the Rural Sociology Journal. His findings Indicated that famers whose 
main oooapation was farming had adopted more of the reeoamended practices 
and were better informed about and in closer contact with the Extension 
Service, than ware the part-time farmers who followed other major oc­
cupations. The adoption of recommended practices was closely related 
to the educational lerel of the farm operator and to the general socio­
economic status of the farm operator. The adoption of practices was 
also related positlTely to the size of farm and to the social partici­
pation of the farm operator. No consistent relationship was found between 
age and the adoption of practices. The farmers having the higher socio­
economic status mentioned the Extension Serrice as a main source of 
farming information more frequently than farmers in the other olasses. 
Similarly those with higher social participation ratings more frequently 
indicated the Extension Service as their main source of farming informa­
tion. 
ViUcening (23) in 19U9 published a progress report entitled. The 
Acceptance of Certain Improved Aflrlcultural Programs and Practioei in 
a Piedaont Coamunity of North Carolina. Also based upon this same 
research were two articles in the Rural Sociology Journal (22,2U}. 
The findings of this research indicated that the higher the level of 
fonsal education the greater the ntonber of practices adopted by the 
farm operator. Formal social participation was found to be positively 
associated with the adoption of improved farm practices. Owner operators 
had adopted more improved practices than had tenant operators. Sise of 
farm and gross cash incorae were positively associated with the adoption 
of in^roved practices. With regard to the influence of household 
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oonTonlenOQs and eomfflunloatlon itema, it was found that those were posi-
tiTely asaooiated with the adoption of inproyed farm praetioes. It was 
found that farmers of high sooio-eoonomio status utilized more frequently 
the channels of communication outside the conmonity, including a^icul-
tural agencies and the mass media. Information about those farm practices 
which had been established in the comnonity for a relatively long period 
was obtained from neighbors, relatives, smd other persons within the 
comsninity. On the other hand information regarding those practices 
asaooiated with more recently introduced enterprises was obtained from 
agricultural agencies, farm magaslnes, and other sources outside the 
commanity. Wilkening also found that tenant operators adopted more of 
those practices from which benefits were received within the year of 
operation than they did those from which an immediate return wai not 
expected. He also fotmd that leaders in secular organisations such 
as farm organizations tended to adopt more improved practices than 
non-leaders; but leaders in organisations raibodylng local value* and 
sentiment, such as chordi and local government, do not adopt signifi­
cantly more improved practices than non-leaders. Farmers who were 
concerned in the non-agricultural matters, such as educational, 
religious and recreational matters, were also likely to be conservative 
in the adoption of agrlcultxiral practices. Farmers who had aspirations 
for social status and higher levels of living tended to adopt more 
IfflTiroved practices than those who did not. Farmers with high socio-
economic status and those with wide contacts tended to be the first to 
adopt new farm practices in a community, whereas, farmers aspiring for 
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higher sooio-eoonomic status tended to be the aeoond ^oup of farners 
to adopt new practices within a community. Earlier ndopters tended to 
secure information regarding: farm practices from the agricultural agencies 
and friends or relatiTas outside the community, while the Inst to adopt 
practices tended to obtain their information from other farmers within 
the community. 
In 1952 Wilkening (23) published a bulletin entitled, Aoce"Ptance 
of Improved Parm Practices in Three Coastal Plain Counties. Wilkenine 
inoorr<orated with this reae-'Tch on analysis of the attitudes of farmers 
toward improred ivxm practices, as well as the sources of information 
and the process Involved in the adoption of improved practices. He 
found that owner operators adopted more improved practices than tenant 
operators, but tliat the owner operators were not more favor bla in 
their attitudes toward these practices than the tenant operators. Acres 
in cropland was positively associated with the adoption of improved 
practices. Pormal education, level of living, membership and leadership 
in farm organizations, contacts with the county ae:ent and participation 
in vocational a^icultural courses, were all positively associated with 
the adoption of improved farm practices and witn a favorable attitude 
toward those practices. The age of the operator was negatively associ-
ated with the adoption of improved practices and with attitudes toward 
these practices when other socio-econoaic factors were held constant. 
A favorable attitude toward high school or college education for boys 
going into farming was positively associated with the adoption of improved 
farm practices, as was a favorable attitude toward vocational agriculture 
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for boys renaining on the farm, with regard to the prooeas of adoption 
he found that the adoption of new praotloee proceeds slowly until about 
10 per cent of the farmers In an area hare adopted the praotlca after 
which there is a more rapid adoption of the practice. The oumulatlTe 
pro ortlon of the farmers adopting a particular practice in an area 
tended to approximate Chapin's "S" curve of cultural change. He 
cdso found that the adoption of ln^jroved practices was accelerated by 
crises or serere losses due to climatic or natural forces. Vith regard 
to sources of Information, he found that the mass media, that is, radio, 
magailnes, and newspapers, were relatively more important as the contact 
for first hearing about new practices than as tho contact for influencing 
adoption or for most information about those practices. Contacts with 
other farmers were relatively more important as factors influencing 
adoption or as sources of most information about the practices, 
cultural agencies were found to be about equally important as initial 
sources of information about new practices and as contacts for influenc­
ing adoption or for providing most information about these practices. 
Again, the early adopters were influenced more by the mass-media and 
agricultural agencies, while those adopting practices later were in­
fluenced more by other farmers, especially neighbors. Information about 
these farm practices associated with long established farm enterprises 
in the area tended to be obtained froa the non-institutionalised sources, 
that is, other farmers and local dealers. Information about practices 
associated with new enterprises or operations tended to be obtained from 
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Institutionalized oontaots, that is, a^ioultoral ogenoies and the mais 
media. Farm operators of the higher sooio~eoonomlo status utilised the 
agricultural agencies more frequently for information about farm praco 
tloes than did tliose of lower status. Those of lower status depend 
more upon other farmers and radio programs than do those of hl^er status 
He found that tho desire for home improvements and oonvenienoea was 
positively associated with the adoption of, and favorable attitude toward 
improved farm praotleea. The acceptance of Imjsroved practices was re­
tarded among the lower socio-economic levels of farmers in localities 
of hi^h tenancy and aooial stratification. Acceptance of Improved prac­
tices proceeded "aorc rapidly in those localities with high levels of 
edacatlon, living standards, and social participation. The rate at 
which diflUsion of practices occurred tended to be a function of, first, 
their complexity, and second, their relative advantage over existing 
practices. Farm magazines were utilised more frequently by those with 
the intermediate socio-economic status than by those of either the 
lower or upper status levels. 
Summary of Research FindlnKS from Review 
The division of diffusion resenrch into four major problem areas 
as set up by the sub-oommittee on diffusion and adoption of fan prac­
tices of the Rural Sociological S:>oiety, furnishes a logical outline 
for the summariiation of this section. These problem areas are: (1) 
for differential acceptance of farm practices as function of status, 
role, and motivation; (2) the differential acceptance of farm practices 
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as a funotion of sooio-eultoral systeas; (3) diffusion as the study of 
culture change; and (U) diffuoloa as a problem of the commonieation of 
information. 
This division into four major problem areas Is used on the basis 
of Ito being a functional cla&sifioation useful for the purposes of 
this dissertation. The first objective in this dissertation was to 
coiiQ>are the operators of the TVA test demonstration fnrms with operators 
of farms not in the demonstration program on the basis of selected socio­
economic characteristics. This coincides with the first major problem 
area as it compares the status characteristics of the dwaonstrators with 
those of the non-demonstrators. This presents a very general comparison 
of the status characteristics of demonstrators as leaders in accepting 
the practices and those of the non-demonstrators as followers in aoc^t-
ing the practices. 
None of the objectives of the study can be classified as contributing 
to problem area two and this is pointed out to the reader. 
The second objective was to deecribe the process by which the spread 
and acceptance of selected farm practices occur. This objective deals 
with the third major problem area, diffusion as the study of cultural 
change. The process by which cultural change is accomplished is treated 
under this objective. 
The third objective vat to analyze the role played by VFirious dif­
fusion media in the spread and acceptance of these improved practices. 
This applies to problem area four, diffusion as a problem of the comnoni-
cation of information. 
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The fourth objective was to study the relationship of selected socio-
eoonomio factors to the adoption or non-adoption of these improved farm 
practices. This would also deal with problem area one, the differential 
acceptance of farm practices as a function of status, role, and motiva­
tion. 
Ihe differential aoceT)tanee of faia •practices as a function of status. 
role, and motivation 
Practically all the research studies found that status factors such 
as farm ownership, education, income, size of farm, end extent of social 
participation ware positively associated with the adoption of improved 
farm practices. The findings with regard to age, as related to adoption 
or non-adoption of improved practices, is still not definitely established. 
However, most of the reaearch indicated that there was either no signi­
ficant relationship of age to acceptance or thnt there was a negative 
association for age and acceptance of practices. In Mlkening's (23) 
most recent study, he found that a^<e was negatively associated with the 
adoption of improved farm practices, when certain other factors were held 
constant. 
Very little has been done on the relationship of lendershix} roles to 
the acceptanc* of farm practices. Byan and Cross (H,13,1^,13) found that 
formal leadership was not significantly associated with the acceptance 
of hy rid corn, although the extent of formal participation was associated 
with acceptanoei^ ''likening (2'';) found in his Horth Carolina study, on the 
ether hand, that leaders in farm organiintions tended to adopt more improved 
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farm praotloes than others, whereas the more informal leaders had not 
Adopted a signifioemtly higher number of improved praotioes. 
Outside of some insi^^hts from the Ryan and Cross study and some fixid-
ings of the Wilkenin;; study, very little has been >lone with the problem 
of motivation to aocept improved farm practices, iyan and Gross (lU) 
found that the wider the ran^;e of contact with xirban centers and with 
media of oommnnication the earlier new practices were adopted. They 
hypothenized that the greater willin^ess to accept new farmin^': practices 
tended to corre^nd to the trend to seoularication in living. ilkeniog 
found that the texidency to accept innovations is a general trait associated 
with one's desire for social ascent in general or with a more rational 
and secular viewpoint. The tendency to accept chaxiges in farming was 
directly associated with the tendency to accept recent changes in religion, 
education, and recreational affairs. 
The differential acceptance of farm practices as a function of eocio-
cultural system! 
Pedersen (12) in his study of the Danish and Polish ethnic ^ oupt 
in Wisconsin found that for every trait me sured the Danish group exceeded 
the Polish ^ roup in the proportion having adopted recommended practices. 
His findings indicated that the cultural values of the Danish ji^roup 
facilitated the introduction of new ideas, whereas, those of the Polish 
group tended to perpetuate the status quo. 
Hoffer (^) in his study of six Michigan communities in which all the 
people were of Dutch descent found a slight difference with re;;ard to 
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number of adoptions made by the foreign born Dutch as compared with the 
natire born of Dutch descent. The influences of the Soformed Ohurch in 
the culture and the limited land resources of the Dutch homeland were 
cited as factors making for conserratlssi or slovmess of adoption. 
Diffusion as the study of cultural chanfio 
Kollnortten (7) found that the diffusion process tends to be acceler­
ated in periods of crisis. Hyan and Gross (lU) in their Iowa study fo\ind 
that the diffusion process is a dual proca-^s InTolying the dissemination 
of infomation and the spread of usage of the practice. Three general 
steps were found in the spread of usage as a practica; (1) on experimental 
Tier led carried on by the innoyators; (2) a trial period on the part of 
others; and finally, (3) full acceptance of tho practice. This sequence 
of events in the diffusion process was fairly consistent for both early 
and later acceptors of the practica. 
Diffusion as a problem of communication of information 
The early research studies mnda by Vilson (2b,27,28} of the ISztension 
Serrice indicated that with regard to dissemination of information to the 
farmers, news stories were lletad first followed closely by bxilletins, 
with circular letters being least effective in the dissemlnntlon of informa­
tion. Moot of the resenrch studies found that farm papers, farm Journals, 
radio, and neighbors and friends were most frequently given as original 
sources of information. Hyan and Gross found that nel^bors and salesmen 
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were the two most Inportaat diffusion media In oonneotlon with the spread 
of hyljrid seed corn adoption. They also found that different sources 
were given as sources of initial infomatlon as compared to sources lead­
ing to trial {ind adoption of the practice. Apparently personal sources 
were more closely associated with the adoption of practices which were 
already existent in the connunlty, whereas, impersonal sources such as 
agricultural agencies and the mass media were the most fre'^uently listed 
sources for practices which were new to the community and its forming 
systm. Farmers with the higher socio-economic status more frequently 
used formally organized sources of information than did those with a 
lower socio-economic status. On the other hand, those with lower status 
tended to use more informal media than did those with a higher status. 
Income and education were positively associated with Increased use of 
all sources of information, both formal and informal. 
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MSTHOOOLOGY 
Area of Study 
The area selected for study in this research was that portion of the 
state of Virginia lying in the Tennessee RiTer watershed. Tliis includes 
the following eleren southwestern Virginia counties: Bland, Dickenson, 
Grayson, Lee, Russell, Scott, Smythe, Tazewell, vrashington, "ise and 
Wythe. (Fig. 1). Dickenson, wise, Lee and part of Scott county are 
mountainous areas largely in tiaber. The shallow soils are of aediun 
quality for crop production. The land is in production for crops such 
as corn, hay, small grains and tobacco. Mining is engat':ed in to sooe extent 
and sereral of the faroers are part-tiae operators. Self sufficing api­
culture dominates the farming in this area. 
Bland, Soyth, Wythe, Grayson, Washington, Tazewell, Russell and part 
of Scott county are located in the Gr at Valley of Virginia. Many caverns 
and underground streams exist in this area. The land is rolling land with 
cattle raising being the main industry. Dairying and the fattening of beef 
cattle haTe predominated with the raising of sheep and hogs becoming 
inoreasingly important. Most of the pastttre is on the stony and more 
sloping areas. Some wheat, corn, hay and oats is produced. The Great 
Valley region is one in which prosperous farmers and better houses and 
farm buildings are found. A relatively high level of living and a self-
sup7X>rting agriculture are maintained in this area. The average tempera­
ture is approximately 5^ degrees and the average annual rainfall Is Uo 
Tig. 1. Kap of Virginia showiog counties included in this research 
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inohes. 
?he U57 deaonstratlon farms located in this (iroa at the tine the re­
search was condaoted formed the haais for the population for saaplini;. 
Sampling of Demonstration Varms 
k list of the U57 demonstration farm unite aotiTO as of January 1, 
1951* giving the length of time the farms had been in the demonstration 
program, was available to the researcher. The length of time spent in 
the demonstration program ranged flron six months to sixteen years for 
the demonstrators. The policy vas adopted of arbitrarily removing the 
units from the demonstration program at the end of five years except for 
a fev which were being held on a long-term basis. This policy formed 
the basis for stratifying the sample. Farmers who had participated in 
the prograa five years or less were placed in one stratum, farmers who 
had participnted In the program six years or more were placed in the 
other. The number of years participated was compated to the nearest whole 
year. Since 59 per Qsnt of the U37 demonstration farms had been in the 
program tiro years or less a sample of 150 farms was drawn proportionately 
glring 88 farms in the five years or less stratum and 62 in the six years 
or longer. The table of random numbers in Snedecor (17t P> 10-13) was 
used to assure a random selection of the farms within these strata. The 
original design Included the interriewing of ten non-demonstration farmers 
nround each of the 150 farms in the saaqjle. Lack of time and a limited 
nomber of interviewers forced a modifiCAtion in this design. A further 
random sampling of the I50 farms was made resulting in a sample of 25 
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proportlonatoly stratified with fifteen In the fire years or less stratun 
and ten In the other. 
Seleotion of Non-demonstration ?arms 
Around each of the 23 demonstration farms, 20 non-demonstration 
farmers were selected for Interriew to secure the data relative to dif­
fusion. The selection of these non-demonstrators was accomplished hy 
interviewers following a prescribed pattern and specified criteria. The 
pattern involved selecting the farm closest to the demonstrator as the 
first non-demonstration unit, then proceeding in a clock-wise direction 
around the demonstration farm until 20 farms had been selected and the 
operators interviewed. 
Three criteria were utilized to establish eligibility of the sur­
rounding farm operators. (1) He must operate a farm of 20 acres or more. 
(2) He must receive one-half or more of his income from the farm. (3) 
He must not at the present time be, nor at any previous time have been, 
a demonstrator in the Tennessee Valley iuthority program. The first 
two criteria were used on the assumption that if the farm operator 
could not meet these he would not be likely to be Interested in the 
practices under observation. The third criterion was utilized to avoid 
the possibility of confusing the adoption throu^ diffusion from the 
demonstration farms with the more or less "forced adoption" ooc\irriiig 
when farmers agreed to participate in the demonstration program. 
The 130 demonstrators in this sanple, indudlng the 25 sub-samnled 
from these, were Interviewed. The surrounding farms comprised 23 clusters \ 
of so farms each for a total of 300 surrounding farms. The actual ntuaber 
of questionnaires secured and usable was IU9 Tor the demonstration fom 
operators, and ^93 the non-demonstration farm operators. 
Selection of Intenrievers 
Interviewers were selected from the students at the Virginia Poly­
technic Institute in Blacksburg who had preriously worked as enumerators 
with a livestock surrey conducted by the HSconomics Department. A number 
of these students were interviewed by the writer and 1^ were selected for 
training in the administration of the questioxmaire. (See Appendix). Ihese 
interviewers were placed throughout the eleven counties during the period 
in which the field work was completed. 
Procedure in Analysis 
The responses secured through administration of the questionnaire 
w(^re coded and entered on IBM cards to facilitate tabulation and analysis. 
Tab\ilation of these coded data was then completed using I1)M eq^iiment. 
Two methods for testing significance of the relationships were 
utilized. Analysis of variance was used to test for significant differ­
ences between the clusters of surrounding farms. Analysis of covariance 
was used to remove the cluster effect and to analyze the variation due 
to the individual differences of the farm operators. 
Three levels of significance were recorded for this study; the .01 
level, the .02 level, and the .03 level. Anything more than the .03 level 
was not considered to be statistically significant. 
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Tenua and Oouoepta Defined 
Blnoa thifl onalysia ia oonoerned with the adoption of praotioea a 
definition of "adoption of a praotico" was aet up. If a farmer atated 
that he had adopted thn practice thia was oonsiderod to Ito an adoption of 
the practice. If the farmer stated tliat he hnd tried the praotioe» and 
planned to continue the praatioe* this was also conHidered to te adoption 
of the practice. Thua, if the farmer atated that ho )uvd tried the prac­
tice thia year nnd that he planned to continue it, he waa liated as an 
adopter of the practice. 
The Teimeaaee Valley Authority tinit defflonatration farm operators are 
referred to aa "demonatratora" and the operatora of aurroondlng farms 
selected in the sample are referred to aimply as "non-denonatratora". 
The tern "cluster" refers to the cluster of farms surrounding the Ten­
nessee Valley iuthority test demonstration farm as prescribed in the 
sampling procedure. These terms and concepts are used in the follovinc 
sections of thia dissertation. 
Hypotheses Underlying the Research 
In the introductory section It vas mentioned that thia research was 
based upon four major objectives. In connection with endi of these ob-
Jectiyes certain hypotheses were formulated for teatini; on the basis of 
the analyais of these data. The major obJectiTes and the hypotheses 
related to each are presented in this section. 
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The first ol)Jeotl've was to oon^are the operators of the TVA tost 
demonstration fanns with operators of farms not in the demonstration 
program on the hasis of selected 80cio<-eoonomic charaoteristics. The 
following hypotheses were tested undar this objectlre} 
a. The farms operated by demonstration farmers are larger than those 
operated hy non-demonstration farmers. 
b. The demonstrators have lived on the same farm a greater average 
numbw of years than the non-demonstrators. 
c. The demonstrators are predominately owner operators while the 
non-demonstrators are predominately tenant operators. 
d. The demonstratora have a higher proportion of their number in 
the youn^:er a^es than have the non-demonstrators. 
e. The edaoational level of the demonstrators is higher than that 
of the non-demonstrators. 
Graphical analysis was used to check the above hypotheses. No 
statistical tests of significance were applied to these data as the gross 
differences were of interest at this point. 
The second objective was to describe the process by which the spread 
and acceptance of selected farm practices occur, checking for similarities 
or differences between the demonstrators and the non-demonstrators. The 
following hypotheses were tested under this objective: 
a. There is a definite pattern of adoption over time which tends to 
approach Chapin's "S" curve of cultural change. 
b. The lag in years between initial contact with a practice and the 
first trial of the practice is longer than the time lag between 
the ^ Initial trial of the practice and the adoption of the practice. 
Oraphlcal and tabular presentation were used in descrlbiixg this 
process of adoption and in cheeking these hypotheses. Ko statistical 
tests of significance were used as the major purpose was to describe 
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and any differences found were evident from Inepeotion of the data pre­
sented. 
The tlilrd objeotlve was to analyze the role played by various dif> 
t\L8ion media In the spread and aoceptance of these Inproved practices 
obserrine any differential use of the media by the demonstrators and the 
non-demonstrators. The following hypotheses were tested under this 
objective! 
a. Nevspapers, marlines, radio, and other mass media are nuneri-
oally most important as initial contacts with approved farm 
practices. 
b. Heii^bors and friends are the most influential contacts numeri­
cally In securing; the individual's trial of the practices. 
c. Following initial contact with the practices, agencies such as 
the lixtension Service become numerically most important as 
sources of additional ixiformation concerning the practices. 
d. Demonstrators use the Extension Service, college bulletins and 
other less personal sources to a greater extent than do non-
demonstrators. 
Tabular analysis was used to test the above hypotheses. 
The fourth objective was to analyze the relationship of selected 
socio-economic factors to the adoption or non-adoption of these approved 
farm practices. The following hypotheses were tested under this objec­
tive x 
a. The number of years of schooling completed is positively associated 
with the adoption of the approved practices* 
b. Term size in acres operated is positively associated with the 
adoption of the approved practices. 
c. Distance from the demonstration farm is negatively associated 
with the adoption of the approved practices. 
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d. Soolo-eoonomio status of the farm operator Is positively related 
to the adoption of tha approved praotioes. 
e. Tha age of the farm operator is negatively associated with the 
adoption of the approved practices. 
Analysis of variance and fuxalysis of covariance were used to test 
the above hypotheses. The results of the analyses were presented in 
tabular form with the levels of sifpiifioance Indicated for each rela-
tionship. 
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ANALYSIS OF TlASk 
Oeaeral Charaoteristloi of Demonstrators and Hon-
demonstrators 
Slie of faun operated 
A oomparison of the demonstrators and non^-deoonstrators on the basis 
of farm size in acres operated is presented in Fig. 2. The non-demonstra-
tors predominate in the lover farm sises whereas the demonstrators pre­
dominately operated larger size farms. OTer one-half of the non-
demonstrators had farms less than one hundred acres in size as compered 
with less than one-third of the demonstrators haying fame in this 
category. This bears out our hypothesis that the demonstrators vould 
haTe larger size farms than the non-demonstrators. The demonstrators 
have a definite bi-model distribution in farm size centering around 100 
to 139 Aoro* and 26o to U99 acres. (Tig. 2). Since the non-demonstrators 
have a slight similar tendency with concentration in a broad class from 
30 to 139 acres and a smaller concentration at 260 to U99 acres, it eeens 
that this may have resulted from differences among the counties in vhldi 
the research was conducted. 
Tears lived on farm 
The nuaiber of years the demonstrntors and the non-demonstrators had 
lived on their farms is indicated in Tig. 3* proportion of non-
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demonBtratora who had liYod on their farms less than ten years exceeded 
that for the demonstrators hy 10 per oent. Nearly the same nun'ber of 
demonstrators as non-demonstratora had lived on their farms 10 to 19 
years. In the case of farm operators llring on their farms 2o to U9 
years It was found that U8.5 per cent of the demonstrators were In this 
olaBslflcatlon while only 3^*5 per oent of the non-demonstrators were 
so classified, a difference of lU per oent. Almost I9 per oent of the 
non-demonstrators had lived on their farms §0 years or longer as com­
pared with lU per cent of the demonstrators. Thas the hypothesis 
that the demonstrators will have lived on the same farm a greater 
average number of years than the non-demonstrators is not conclusively 
Bup3)orted dae to a lack of consisteney. 
Tenure status of farm operators 
There was little variation between demonstrators and non-demonstrators 
with regard to tenture status as indicated in Fi^. U. Klghty-five per 
cent of the demonstrators and eighty-two per cent of the non-demonstrators 
were owner operators. Fourteen per cent of the demonstrators and twelve 
per cent of the non-denonstratora were part owners. In general however, 
the demonstrators had a higher proportion in the owner and part owner 
classification while the non-demonstrators were slightly higher than the 
demonstrators In the proportion of renters and managers. The proportion 
of farm managers in either the demonstrator or non-demonstrator classl-
fication was negligible being leas than one-half of one per cent in both 
cases. About five per cent of the non-demonstrators were renters while 
^3 
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less than one per oent of the demonstrators were renters. 
Age of farm operators 
Orer one-third of the non-demonstration farm operators vere 6o years 
of age or oyer while less than one-fourth of the demonstrr.tion farm 
operators vere in this age group. About U9 P^z' cont of the demonstration 
farm operators were between 30 and U9 years of age as oompared with only 
38 per cent of the non-demonstrators in this age group. Ihe predominanoe 
of non-demonstration farm operators among those y) years of age and 
over as oompared with the greater nuaber of demonstrators less than 30 
years of age supports the hypothesis that the demonstrators hare a higher 
proportion in the youn^r age groups. (Fig. 
Education of farm operators 
The non-demonstrators predominated among those haying eight years 
or less schooling while the demonstrators exceeded the non-demonstrators 
among those haying nine or more years of schooling as shown in Tig. 6. 
Approximately twice as many dsmonstrators as non-demonstrators had com­
pleted the freshman year or more of college. One-third of the non-
demonstrators had six years or less of education as ccapared with 
one-fifth of the demonstrators in this classification. The educational 
leyel of the demonstrators was hif^er than that of the non-demonstrators 
as stated in the hypothesis. 
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The ProoesB of Oiffaelon 
The analysis in this seotion vaa haseA upon data relating to the 
years ig'^S throu^ 1950.* 
The prooess of diffusion was analyzed from two approaches. First, 
the data were inyestigated to deteroine whether they followed tha 
CShapin "S" eurre of cultural change. Chapin had borrowed the "S" or 
growth curre fron the biological sciences and found that the process 
of cultural change approzinated this corre. Ryan and Gross tested 
their data for the adoption of hybrid seed oorn in Iowa and found that 
the "S" curye was approzinated when the cunulatiTe proportion of famers 
adopting the practice were plotted by the year in which tha practices 
were adopted. Wilkening found the same pattern in his North Carolina 
research. This pattern will be analysed for Virginia. Second, the tiaie 
pattern for the adoption of practices was analysed with reference to 
the time lag between initial contact with the practice and the trial 
of the praotloe and between tha first trial of the practice and its 
adoption. The results of the analysis are presented in tide section. 
Cha'pin's "S" curre and the adoption of practices 
The ouTTet presented in Fig. J indicate that the adoption of hybrid 
seed oorn in Virginia approzinated the "S" curve. The pattern for the 
*'She aceuraqr of these data depended upon the aeaory ability to re> 
call of the farm operator. Ten years appeared to be a reasonable period 
consideriag the need for Classifying the data and the liaitationa of 
recall. 
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demonBtrators indicates a more aooelerated adoption than that for the non-
demonstrators althovk^h both ourrea apiiroximate the "S" ourve. The dif­
ference between demonstrators and non-demonstrators nay be due in part 
to the effect of the earlier adoption by tho demonstrators as a result 
of participating in the TVA program. Each of the other practices includ­
ed in this study was checked against this pattern and it waa found that 
while the deoonatrators raried considerably, the non-demonstratora tended 
to have a pattern similar to the "S" corTe. The restilts verify the 
pattern of adoption found by Ryan and Gross and by '-'ilkening with regard 
to the adoption of hgrbrld seed com and auggeat that tho aaoe pattern 
prevails in the adoption of other fam practices aa well. This should 
be subjected to further study and verification. 
Tine lag in atagea of adoption 
The proportion of demonatration and non-deaonatration farm operatora 
indicating zero yoara lag between hearing and trial and between trial 
and adoption ia presented in Table 1 for each of the practices. It ia 
readily aeen that the nunl)er indicating zero yeara lag between hearing 
and trial were fewer than thoae indicating zero yeara lag between trial 
and adoption. 
The examination of the data auggests that the farmers tried the 
praoticea with the intention of adopting them unleaa sonethiag went 
wrong during the trial aa the proportion of farm operatora reporting zero 
yeara lag between trial and adoption of the practices waa alwaya over 
75 P«r cent and in one case waa 100 per cent. The data for the uae of 
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Table 1. Per cant of denonBtrators and non-demonstrators 
Indiontlng zero years lag between hearing and 
trial and between trial and adoption, of the 
various praotiees 
Practice 
Hearing and trial 
Denon-
strator* 
Non-
demonstrators 
Trial and adoption 
Demon- Non-
strators demonstratora 
Use of lime 
Use of phosphate 
Use of potash 
Use of nitrogen 
Re seeding pentanent 
pasture 
Clipping pastures 
Use of hybrid seed 
com 
Raising alfalfa 
Use of purebred sires 
or artificial insemina­
tion 
Dosing of sheep 
63.2 
76.0 
UU.7 
66,7 
37.5 
58.6 
51.^ 
UU.O 
6U.3 
66.7 
U6.7 
61.6 
U6.7 
38.5 
38.8 
69.2 
32.0 
U8.5 
68.U 
78.6 
97.1 
83.3 
86.0 
76.9 
88.5 
95.1 
77.3 
89.6 
96.0 
80.0 
87.7 
88.0 
81. U 
100.0 
86.9 
9U.2 
76.6 
93.6 
96.2 
96.3 
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hybrid aaed corn reflects a reluctance on the part of the famera to adopt 
the use of this practice as the proportion indiCfiting zero years lag 
between trial and adoption was lower than that for any other practice for 
the non-demonstrators and next to the lowest for the deaonatrators. 
On sereral occasions during the interTieving procedure the famers 
indicated that hybrid seed corn was "no good", hybrid seed com didn't 
yield well, or hybrid seed corn "rotted in the ^ound". Further probing 
by the interviewers secured this Information. Several of the farmers had 
tried a hyorid seed corn that had been developed for other areas of the 
country and was not suitable for use in this particular area. Consequent­
ly, yields were not as uigh a« they believed they should be and in some 
eases hybrid seed corn literally "rotted in the ^ ;round". This illustrated 
the resistance that can be bui].t up to Innovations in farming practices 
if this initial introduction produces unfavorable results. 
The average number of years lag between hearing and trial and between 
trial and adoption by practice is presented in Table 2. The non-
deaonatrators had a shorter avern,';e number of years lag between trial and 
adoption than they did between first hearing of the practice and trial of 
the practice for every practice. The demonstrators showed a similar dif­
ference with every practice except two, the use of potash on pasture and 
the reseeding of pezmonent pasture. A consideration of the mean number of 
years lag for all practices slualftd dubstantiates the idea of a greater 
ntifflber of years lag between hearing and trial of the practice than between 
trial and adoption of the practice. 
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Table 2, Average number of years lag for demonstrators and non-
deaonatratorfl who reported one or more years lag 
between hearing and trial and between trial and 
adoption for each of ten praotioei 
Practice 
Hearim and trial 
Demon­
strator* 
Non-
demonstrators 
Trial and adoption 
Demon- Non-
strators demonstratora 
Use of lime U.9 
Use of phosphate ^.0 
Use of potash 3*1 
Use of nitrogen 1.5 
Reseedin^ permanent 
pastures 2,7 
Clipping pastures U.5 
Use of hybrid seed corn 2.0 
Raising alfalfa 6 
Use of purebred sires or 
artificial insemination 3>0 
Dosing of sheep 5»3 
Average all practices 3*7 
3.9 
3.1 
2.7 
U.l 
3.2 
3.0 
2.9 
U.U 
U.o 
6.0 
2.0 
1.5 
3.8 
1.0 
3.7 
2.0 
i.h 
3.2 
1.0 
1.0 
1.6 
1.9 
1.2 
0.0 
1.0  
1.0 
1.3 
3.5 
1.0 
1.0 
3.7 2.o6 1.35 
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Diffusion Media 
Original souroes of information 
Other faraers. The data in Ta'ble 3 indicate that when all practices 
were considered twice as large a proportion of the non-detaonstators utilized 
other farmers aa original sources of information as did the demonstrators. 
This same pattern pertains to pastiire practices and livestock practices. 
Vhile crop practices do not follow this saiae pattern the proportion of non-
demonstrators utilizing other faraers as original information sources is 
still considerably hi^er than that for demonstrators, within this classi­
fication of other farmers we find that both demonstrators and non-
demonstrators reported neighbors as the most frequently used source for 
original information concerning approred farming praetiees. Both the 
demonstrators and non-demonstrators reported the use of nei^bors and 
relatiTes in greater proportions as sources for original information than 
they mentioned demonstration farmers. 
•Affricaltural agencies. The "agricultural agencies'* responses indicated 
a reversal of the above pattern for demonstrators and non-damonstrators. 
The proportion of demonstrators reporting agricultural agencies as con­
tacts for original information was twice as large as that for non-
demonstrators. This pattern prevailed throughout the pasture practices, 
crop practices, and livestock practices as well as in the collective 
class of all practices, v/hen one considers the agricultural agencies 
individuallj, the ^bctension Service was reported as an original source 
of Information by a higher proportion of both demonstrators and non-
Table 3* oe^t of oontaote for original information for ten approved 
demonatrators and non-demonstratore by source of infc 
All practices Paature practiceB CroTJ loraoticet 
Demon- Non-demon- Demon- Kon-deoon- Demon- Non-den 
Btrators strators stratora stratora strators atr&te 
Koaber of response* (1171) (2U72) (727) (IU72) (282) 
Per cent 100 100 100 100 100 10( 
Other farmers 24, Ua U1+.3U 23.66 U3.U8 23.05 3'U67 
Demonstration farmer 3.33 »».13 U.6g 6.25 1.77 
Nel^bor 14.52 27.91 12.2U 26.70 19.15 
Relatlf* 6.58 12.30 6.71 10.53 2.13 
A^icultural agencies Ul.l6 23.5^ U3.60 27.11 lK).l+3 20.03 
Tennessee Talley iuthority 3.84 l,U6 5.5' 2.31 l.te 
Sxtension Serrice 35.01 19.66 35.08 20.99 37.23 " 
ProductioB Harketing 
1.5^ 2.I18 3.06 Administration 1.90 
Agricultural College and 
School .77 . '53 .55 .75 1.77 
Mass media 5U.9I+ 21.60 21.60 19.8U 30.1U 39.29 
fiadlo .68 .93 .55 1.22 .71 
Hagasines 12.55 15.9^ 9.21 10.39 16.31 
Newspapers 9.1^ 6.35 8.9^+ 6.59 10.6U 
College bulletins 2.56 2.89 1.63 2.U8 
Meetings (unspecified) 3.25 1.66 3.71 1.83 1.U2 1.5^^ 
Ova initiative 1.37 1.^ 2.20 
Other 1+.87 '^.29 5.23 U.96 1+.96 U.U7 
« 
Pasture jtractieea inoludea use of lime, phosphate, 3)otash, nitrogen, clippin,;;, and 
include raising alfalfa and usin/; hy^^rid seed com. Lirestock practices include the use 
insemination and the dosing of sheep. 

oontaota for original Infomation for ten ap3:)roYed farming practioos, 
aonatrators and non-domonetratorB by source of information ^ 
s Pasture practices Crop practioes Lirestock practices 
leiaon- Demon­ Non-demon- Demon­ Non-demon- Demon- Non-demon­
itorn strators strators strators str&tors strators strators 
2U72) (727) (1U72) (282) (6119) (162) (351) 
LOO 100 100 100 100 100 100 
.3U 23.66 U3.Ug 23.05 3U.67 30.25 65.81 
^.13 k .es  6.25 1.77 1.08 — .85 
27.91 12.2U 20.70 15.15 31.1^3 16.67 26.50 
12.30 6.71 10.53 2.13 2.16 13.58 38.U6 
U3.60 27.11 lK).U3 20.03 30.U8 15.10 
I.U6 5.5' 2.31 1.M2 .15 .62 .28 
19.66 35.08 20.99 37.23 19.1^1 30.86 IU.53 
1.90 2M 3.06 mm ^  .31 — — 
.53 .55 .75 1.77 .15 .28 
.60 21.60 19.8U 30.1U 39.29 30.86 16.81 
.93 .55 1.22 .71 .62 1.23 .28 
15.91^ 9.21 10.39 16.31 3l.7»» 20.99 9.97 
6.35 8.9^ 6.59 io.6it 6.U7 IM 5.13 
1.29 2.89 1.63 2. lis .U6 1.23 I.U2 
.66 3.71 1.83 1.U2 1.5U U.32 l.lU 
.66 2.20 2.79 — — 
.29 5.23 U.96 U.96 U.U7 3.09 l.lU 
line, phosphate, potash, nitrogen, clipping, and reseedlng. Crop practices 
d seed com. Lirestock practices include the use of purebred sires or artificial 
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demonstrators than was any other a^'tenoy. A word of caution should be in-
Jeotod at this point, since the Tennessee Valley Authority renreQentntives 
in tho oountiOB wero hired as assistant county a/renta. Jalrries for these 
In iridualB \i«re paid by the 'i'ennesaee Valley Authority, Consequently, 
the feurmers at times did not diotin^lsh between the individual n.a a 
reviresentative of the ::bcten8ion ^iervioe and tho individixol as a representa­
tive of the Tennessee Vrilley Authority, The o^rlcultural colla^^'? and 
school, as contacts for ori^^lnal information, rated low as coapared with 
the others, Tho Tennessee Valley Authority as a source for orii-^inal 
infornation was reported by tvice as largo a nro'^ortion of the denonstra-
^or8 as of the non-deoonstratorB. Tlxis wojQ.d be anticipated in View of 
the fact that loany of the praotlcea were adopted In oonpliance with re­
quirements for beine a "VA denonstration faraer. 
Maes media. Considering all practices it was found that fflass nodia 
were reported In about the earae proportions by both the deaonstratora and 
the non-demonstrators. This soae pattern held true for prsture practices. 
Movercr, the proportion of non-demonstrators reporting; the use of mass 
media for original information for crop practices exceeded that for the 
demonstratore by alnost 10 per cent. The respective })OBltion8 of the 
deaonstratora and non-demonstrators was reversed for livestock praotioes. 
The proportion of demonstrators re}3ortln£ mass media as original sources 
for Information for livestoek practices exceeded tliat for non-demonstrntore 
by alnost I'j per cent. Hie type of media acoo\mting for tho major T>art of 
this percentage difference wan na^zines. Twice as large a proportion of 
non-demonstrators re^')orted magazines as the source of original Information 
concerning crop practices as did the deoonstratore, l^t t^'loe as large 
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a proportion of the demonstrators reported magazines as original sourceB 
of Information for livestock practices as did the non-demonstrators. This 
is a situation for whioh the writer has no explanation. 
A rather outstanding fact presented by this table was the small pro­
portion reporting use of the radio as a source for original information 
concerning approved farm practices. In fact, college bulletins were 
reported in a greater proportion as sources for original Information 
than was radio. This situation was contrary to that found in most of the 
other research studies of diffusion. Considering all the mass media it 
was found that magazines, and newspapers were reported as sources of 
original Information concerning approved farm practices by a lE^eater pro-
-)ortion of the respondents than were the other mass media. 
When all practices and all responses were considered, the larger 
proportion of the demonstrators reported agricultural agencies as contacts 
for origizxal information while the larger proportion of the non-demonstrators 
reported other farmers as contacts for original information. The saM 
pattern was true of the six pasture practices taken as a unit, v/hen crop 
practices were considered, the greater proiiortion of the demonstrators 
still reported agricultural agencies as contacts for original information, 
but the greater proportion of the non-demonstrators reported mass media 
as contacts for original information. When llTestock practices ware 
considered it was found that the demonstrators reported other farmers, 
agricultural agencies, and mass media about equally whereas the non-
demonstrators reported other farmers in almost two-thirds of the oases. 
The non-demonstrators used personcd sources of information and sources 
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of information available within the conmunity to a greater extent than demon* 
strators. Demonstrators on the other hand used more impersonal sources of 
information and went outside the looal eoomunity for their information 
concerning approved farm practices. 
Sources of best information eaxd help 
The responses to the question, "Where do you ^ret your best information 
and help with farming methods? ** are presented in Table U. Most demon­
strators and non-demonstrators reported thoir county a^ent as their best 
source of information and help with improved farm practices. However, 
while over 6o per cent of the demonstrators reported the county agent as 
the best source of information, this vas true of only Uo per cent of the 
non-demonstrators. Newspapers and nagasines were rankBd second by both 
demonstrators and non-demonstrators. Alnost one-fourth of the non-
demonstrators listed newspapers and magazines second as comp red with 
only ID per cent of the demonstrators. Heighbor^ were reported in third 
placeiL by the non-demonstrators but Vi I was reported by the demonstrators 
in third place. TTA demonstrators were ranked in fourth place by the 
demonstrators but in sixth place by the non-demonstrators. Considering 
the county a,";ent8 and the newspapers and mcigasines together, these two 
classes accounted for three-fourths of the responses of the demonstrators 
and over three-fifths of the responses of the Bon-deaonstrators. This 
indicates a tendency on the part of the farmers to secure additional 
information and help from impersonal sources and sources outside the 
commnnity. 
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Tal)le U. KeaponBOB reported by denonatrators and non-
dsaonstrators to the question: Where do you 
get your best information and help with 
improved farming; aethodsl * 
Dsfflonatrator Non-demonstrator 
Sources Number Per cent Number Per cent 
County A^ent 93 62.U2 193 39.15 
Coaaeroial o^^enoies 1 0.67 2 O.Ul 
TVA demonstrators H 2.68 9 1.S3 
Neighbor 2 1.3't 56 11.36 
Radio 3 2.01 16 3.25 
Newspapers and magazines 23 15. llU 23.12 
V.P.I. lU 9.U0 11 2.23 
AAA 0 0.00 5 1.01 
Other 6 U.03 9.53 
Ko response 2 1.3^ 25 5.07 
Don't know 1 0.67 15 3.0U 
Totals IU9 100.0 ^93 100.00 
* 
Chi square equals U0.71 with 6 degroes of freedom. 
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Inflttenoes lending to trial of praotlces 
Data regarding the Influences leading to the trial of practloes are 
preBanted In Table 3* For purpoaea of presentation these responaes were 
grouped for pasture praotlces, crop practices, livestock practices, and 
all practloes.* Apparently the farmers considered the non-instltutlonal 
influences as most important to trial of the practices, when all prac­
tices were contiidered, OTer ^0 per cent of both demonstrators and non-
demonstrators listed non-institutional influences as being the nost 
important Influences to tlie trial of practices. It was interesting to 
note that the claBsificatlon of "neighbors", which ranked rery high as 
an original source of Information concerning practices, was ranked in a 
relatively low position of iaportance as an influence leading to the trial 
of the practices. Of the non-institutional influences, the result demon­
strations were the most important. That is, observation of good results 
on farms, such as improvement in pasture, incre.'-sed yielda and improvement 
of stock resulting from the use of the practice were considered to be the 
moat important. The demonstration farmers listed institutional influences 
more frequently than did non-demonstrators. The program was listed 
in second place by both demonstrators and non-demonstrators for the pas­
ture practicea, but waa Hated in third pl&oe for the crop and liveatook 
practicea. This reflects rhe fact that the TVA Program emphaaized pasture 
* 
The Influencea leading to trial of the practicea were olaaaifled in 
two claasest institutional Influences and non-institutional influences. 
6o 
Influencea 
faale 5* Znfluenoas reported, by detaonstratore and non-demons brators 
of practices 
i^ercpnt oi total reapoaaes 
All praetlcea Paeture wractlees Crop vractlM 
Demon* Hon-denon- Denon- Non-deziion- lieMO;.-
strators stratori strators otrators strators strr 
Htoaber of responses (778) (1531) (10/0) (150) 
Per cent 100 100 100 100 100 
Znstltatioaal 29.95 ^ X9.13 29.56 17.66 H5.33 
County Agent or V.f.I. 17.61 8.69 17.C6 s.^o ?c.00 
TYA Program 6.9U 3.1*6 8.53 i^.77 5.33 
A^ioultural Adjustorot 
1.16 1.63 2.3^^ Agency 1.79 ©.COD 
Reading about practice u.ll 5.29 1.38 S.05 13.00 
School training 0.13 0.07 0.00 0.00 O.cG 
Non-Institutional 70.05 80.86 70M 8^.3^^ 5U.67 
Ii^roTe pasture, inereaee 
25.52 30.65 yield, or iaproTe stock 25. a 0.00 
Obeerred good results on 
21.63 fane 20.57 20.31 19.82 20.00 
leigfaben 3.60 3.59 1.59 2.05 9.33 
0 tilers recoaa ended it 10.80 16.85 11.71 15.23 16.67 
Oontiauo fatlr^r's practice 3*7^ 7.31 U.37 JM 0.00 
Meetings 0,13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.66 
Ovm initiative 5.91 7.5« 6.75 7.11 8.00 
(3 ] 
26. U£ 
73. 

sported by demonstratorb and non-demonstrators lending to trial 
of practices 
i^6,rc(>nt o; total re8t>oaBeB 
B Pasture waetiees OroT> vraotioes Lifestock practices 
-denon- Seoon- Non-detAo/t> 'fo^ti-deffloa- Demon- Non-demon-
rators strators strators atrators strators strators strators 
(1531) 
100 
(5t^) 
100 
(10/0) 
100 
(1130) 
100 
(31S) 
100 
(12U) 
100 
(i»^3) 
100 
13 29.56 17.66 H5.33 26.142 12.90 13.99 
8.69 I7.C6 s.^o ^G.OO 5.^3 6.U5 S.39 
3M 8.53 h.n 5.33 .31 2.U2 .70 
1.63 1.79 2.3U O.OOD 0.00 0.00 0.00 
5.29 1.38 2,05 13.00 16.35 i;.03 1^.80 
0.07 0.00 O.Oo o.cG 0.51 0.00 0.00 
86 70.UU 82.3U 51^.67 73.58 87.10 86.01 
25. a zkM 30.65 0.00 0.00 59.68 H7.15 
20.31 21.63 19.82 20.00 25.16 16.9U 15.^5 
3.59 1.59 2.05 9.33 5.97 U.8U 9.79 
16.85 11.71 15.23 16.67 29.87 0.00 0.00 
7.31 U.37 7.^ 0.00 0.00 5.65 22.38 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.66 0.00 0,00 0.00 
7.58 6.75 7.U 8.00 12.S>8 0.00 0.00 
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Improreoent in this area. School training and neetings were ranked as 
least important of the inatitutional and non-institutional influenoee res-
peotively. 
Reasone influenoing adoption 
The farners were asked, "Why do you plan to continue this practice?" 
in order to secure more specific infomation relating to reasons for adop­
tion of the practices. The answers eophasized the inportonce of favornhle 
results in securing adoptions. Replies such ast results pay, good results 
in past, pasture in^roTement, soil inproyement and raore profitable, indi­
cate the inportanoe of satisfactory results from the trial as an influence 
leading to adoption of the practices. 
The responses concerning pasture practices are presented in Table 6. 
A consideration of all pasture practices indicated that pasture iaprore-
ment was listed by over half of the demonstrators and almost two-thirds 
of the non-demonstrators as a reason for continuing the use of pasture 
practices. The responses that resulto pay and soil improvement pay 
followed as second and third in importance for both demonstrators and 
non-demonstrators. This same pattern persisted when the practices were 
considered individually except for the practice of the use of nitrogen. 
One-third of the non-demonstrators and over one-third of the demonstrators 
indicated that they continued to use nitrogen on their pastures to lengthen 
the grasin,^ season. 
Sighty-six per cent of the demonstrators and 9^ par cent of the non-
deaonstrators indicated that a hi^er yield and a better quality of hay 
was their reason for continuing the raisin/; of edfalfa. (Table 7)* 
Table 6. Reason* reported by demonstrators and non-demonstrators for contlnaiB^ 
pastore practices, (adoption) as a percent of total responses 
Use of ll»e Use of phosphate Use of potash Use of nitrogen 
Reason* Draon- Hon-deaon- Demon- Hon-deoon- Demon- Non-demon- Demon Fon-de»on-
strators «tratora strators strator* strators stratora strators strators 
lumber of responses 
Per cent 
(99) 
100 
(191) 
100 
(126) 
100 
(313) 
100 
(70) 
100 
(92) 
100 
m 
100 100 
Results pay 35.35 28.27 M2.86 31.95 21. U3 »10.22 5.88 00.00 
Pasture iiQ>roTeBent 33.33 U5.55 U3.65 58.U7 H5.71 140.22 29.U1 39.59 
Soil ijqsroTeoent 30.30 26.18 13.'t9 8.63 32.86 15.22 2.9U 12.50 
When available 1.02 00.00 00.00 0.95 00.00 3.26 00.00 00.00 
Lengthen grazing 
season 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 38.2U 33.33 
Other 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 1.08 23.53 lU.58 
Don't know (number) (27) (187) (3) (88) (56) (30H) (85) (361) 
Vo response and 
not applicable(number) (22) (llH) (20) (91) (23) (96) (30) (8»0 
(Table 6 - oontiimed) 
Reseedlng paaturea Cllpplaf; pasturea All •pasture praetleea 
ReaaoB Deaon^ N0n<^0B0ii- Denon- Von-deaon- Denon- Hon-denon-
stratora atratora atratore atratora stratora atratora 
Koaber of reaponaea 
Per cent 
(63) 
100 
(115) 
100 
(112) 
100 
(291) 
100 
(50U) 
100 
(1050) 
100 
Reaults pay 3U.92 23.US 7.1U 7.56 26.98 22.86 
Faatore ii^jroTenent 5S.73 7O.U3 92.86 92. uu 53.77 6U.38 
Soil iiQ>roTeaent 6.35 6.09 00.00 00.00 1U.88 9.91 
When arailable 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 0.21 0.57 
Lengthen grazing 
aeaaon 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 2.58 1.52 
Other 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 1.59 0.76 
Don't know (noaber) (26) (IIU) (19) (12U) 
Ho response and 
not applicable 
(nuaber) (60) (26U) (6) (51) 
6U 
Table 7> Reasons re or ted 'by demonstrators and non-
demonstrators for continuing use of alfalfa 
as a per cent of total response 
Reasons Demonstrators Hon-demonstrntors 
Kua1)er of responses (77) (^9) 
Per cent ICK) 100 
More and better hay 85.91 9'*. 38 
Can raise less corn 2.6o 0 
Good results in past 5*20 4.U9 
Heduee production rate 6.U9 I.13 
Don't know (mutber) (U3) (26U) 
Ho response and not 
applicable (ntaber) (29) (1^) 
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Approximately 80 per cent of the demonstrators and non-demonatrators 
indicated that the improveaent of Btodk was the major reason for continuing 
the use of pure bred sires or artificial insemination. The other results 
obtained and the profitableness of the use of the practice accounted for 
most of the remaining responses. (Table 8). 
Responses relating to the dosing of sheep are shown in Table 9> Over 
50 per cent of the demonstrators and 70 per cent of the non-demonstrators 
indicated that the renson for continuing the dosing of sheep was to 
keep sheep healthy or to control parasites. Alaost 27 per cent of the 
demonstrators and l6 per cent of the non-demonstrators indicated that 
their reason for continuing the dosing of sheep was that it was "neces­
sary". The only other response given was good results. 
The most iaportant factor in adoption of the various practices was 
the successful r suits of the trial of the practice. The f:requen<^ of 
the responses Indicating increased yield or improved quality su/^Kests 
the importance of the economic motive in the final stages of adoption 
of the practices. 
The proportion of the non-demonstrators giving the response "don't 
know** was much greater than that for the demonstrators. The demonstrators 
as early Innovators were more ^K>flitive with regard to reasons for the 
adoption of the practices. 
!rhe reasons for not continuing the practices or not adopting the 
practices were also obtained. The ftequencies of these responses were 
so few that no signifioant conclusions could be drawn from them. 
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Table 8. Reasons reported by demonstrators and joon-demonatrators 
for oontinulng the use of purebred sires or artificial 
insemination as a per cent of total responses 
Reasons Demonstrators Kon-demonstrators 
Ihmber of responses (78) (1^) 
Per oent 100 100 
To iaiproTe stock 8U.62 7^*08 
Results 7.69 U.79 
More profitable 5*13 13«02 
Always done it 1.28 U.ll 
Demonstration-experiment 1.28 
Other 
Don't know (nuaber) (Mo) (231) 
No response and not 
applicable (number) (31) (II6) 
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Table 9* Reasons reported by denonstrators Emd non-
demonstrators for continuing dosing of sheep 
as a per cent of total responses 
Reasons Oefflonstratora Non-demonstrators 
IToiaber of responses (5^) (103) 
Per cant 100 100 
Seep sheep healthgr or 
control parasites 33*^^ 
Necessary 26.92 l^.Jjl 
Good resTilts 19*23 11.65 
Don*t know (nanber) (8U) (3^5) 
No response and not 
applicable (lumber) (12) (65) 
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Belationshlp of Selected Social and ^oon^alo Charaoterlstloi 
of Non-demonstrators to the Adoption of Selected ?arm Praotioes 
snie analysis of data presented In this section was hased upon Informa­
tion obtained froa the non-denonstrators. Analysis of variance was used 
to tost for si^ifioance of relationships between selected factors and 
the adoption of specific practices. Analysis of coTarlance was used 
to test for significance of relationships between seleetod factors and 
the total ntinber of practices adopted** The non-demonstrators were 
treated by the clusters resulting from the sampline procedure. 
Relationship of selected factors to the adoption of specific practices 
Bducatlonal level. Table 10 shows the relationship of educational 
lovel to the adoption of specific farm practices, A relationship signifi­
cant at the .01 level was found for the following practices: keeping fara 
recordst use of phospliate on pastures; and use of potash on pastures, ^e 
relationship between the educational level and three practices: use of 
line on pastures, reseeding of pernaaent pastures, nnd the clipping of 
pastures was not significant at the levels selected for acceptance in 
this research. 
rarm sise in acres operated. Zn Table 11 it is evident that a sig­
nificant positive relationship between farm size and the three practices: 
*In both the analysis of variance and the analysis of ccvariance, 
the factor* analyzed wore selected after prellaixiRry plotting of the 
data. Those showing a possible relationship were Included for more inten­
sive testing while those showing a definite lack of relationship in the 
preliminary plotting were eliminated. 
Tabl« 10. Belatloashlp of educational level of farm operator to the adoption 
of selected farm practiceB 
Practieea 
Mean educational 
leyel® 
Standard error 
Weighted of the mean Degrees of '*t'< Talue 
Adoption Hon~adoption mean difference difference flreedoa 
Use of liae on 
pastorea 2.323 2.o6l 
Use of phosphate 
on pastures 2.U27 I.832 
Use of potash 
on pastures 2,787 2.lUl 
Use of nitrogen 
on pastures 2.281 2.265 
Reseedlng of per­
manent pastures 2.263 2.026 
Clipping of 
pastures 2,U02 2.025 
Keeping fara 
records 2,71(0 1.909 
.38U 
.U98 
.567 
.2163 
.I7H 
.366 
.7^7 
.16142 
.1089 
.1603 
.3286 
.17335 
.19667 
.09827 
23 
2U 
23 
13 
21 
23 
22 
2.3U» 
U.373*** 
3.537*** 
-.066 
l.oUU 
1.861 
7.6O2»*« 
Sducational level is in coded units, 
-Significant at .05 level. 
-Significant at .01 level. 
Blank - not significant. 
Table 11. Helationahip of farm size in acres to the adoption of selected 
fara practices 
Practices 
Mean farm size 
Acres 
Weighted 
Liaan difference 
standard error 
of the 
Degrees of 
freedon 
"t" 
value* 
AdoDtion Non-adoption •ean 
Use of liae 
on pastures 173.^ 28 117.722 68.3^ 9 20.686 23 U.U75**' 
Use of T>hosphate 
on pastures 160.630 97.022 22.589 W.323 2U 1.233 
Use of potash 
on pastures 231.0«5 121.631 73M 17.726 23 5.3^ *** 
Use of nitrogen 
on pastures 131.156 IU3.719 97.212 59.565 13 1.63 
Use of hgrbrid 
seed corn 165.572 109.302 87.907 29.756 23 2.59«»» 
Raising alfalfa 236.«3« IU1.561 15U.01 75.55 13 2.0U 
a 
* - Signifioant at .05 level. 
** - Significant at .02 level. 
*** - Significant at .01 level. 
Blank - not significant. 
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use of potash on pastaros; use of lime on pastures; and the use of liybrld 
seed corn. The relationships between farm size and the other three 
praotioes were not slgnlfioant. 
Total acres in pasture. A high degree of relationship between total 
acres in pasture and the use of phosphate on pastures is indicated In 
Table 12. A significant relationship was found between the total acres 
in pasture and the use of line on pastures, use of potash on pastures, 
and clipping of pastures. There was no significant relationship between 
the total acres in pasture and the use of nitrogen on pastures, the 
reseedlng of pastures, or the raising of alfalfa. 
liTestook-pastore ratio. The use of lime on pastures, the use of 
phosphate on pastures, and the use of hybrid seed corn were the only 
praotioes slgnifieantly related to the llTestock-pasture ratio presented 
in Table 13* The resMlnlng practices showed no significant relationship. 
Sooio-econoaic status. A high degree of relationship existed between 
the Sewell socio-economic status score of the farm operator and the prac­
tice of keeping; farm records as indicated in Table lU. Ibere was also a 
high degree of relationship between this score and the size of farms as 
measured in total acres operated. 
Table 12. Relationship of total acres in pasture to the adoption of selected 
farm practices 
Praotices 
Mean acres in •pasture Weirfited Standard error Degfees 
Adoption Hon-adoption ssan difference of the of value' 
mean freedoa 
Use of liHe 
on pastures 88,699 6U,U30 
Use of phosphate 
on pastures 88.03^ 
Use of potash 
on pastures 65.2*^9 
Use of nitrogen 
on pastures 67*3^^ 75*982 
Raseeding of per-
•anent pastures 78.3*^ 73>790 
Clipping of 
pastures 8U,U92 57*528 
Raising alfalfa 132.381 73.187 
U0.38U 
U7.3506 
U5.O86 
21.827 
27.573 
25.71 
61.5U 
15.895 
10.572 
18.083 
17.728 
1U.508 
10.609 
33.00 
23 
2U 
23 
13 
21 
23 
13 
2.5U*« 
U.U79»*« 
2.U93»* 
1.23 
1.90 
2.U2* 
1.865 
* - Significant at .05 lerel. 
** - Significant at .02 lerel. 
*•* - Sigaificant at .01 level. 
Blank - not significant. 
Tabla 13. Relationship of the liTOStoek-pasture ratio to the adoption or non«-
adoption of selected faxn practices 
Practices 
Mean lirestodc-
paatore ratio 
Adoption Kon-adoption 
Veii^ted Standard error De^ees "t" 
Man differenoe of the of Talu«' 
Bean freedoa 
Use of liae 
on pastures ^'11^ 
Use of phosphate 
on pastures h.2^2 
Use of potash 
on pastures 3*^^ 
Use of nitrogen 
on pastures 3*312 
Heseeding of 
pexaanent pastures 
Clipping of 
pastures ^*053 
Use of hyl)rid 
seed com 
Raising alfalfa U.IU3 
2.970 
2.578 
3.772 
3.219 
3.98S 
3.258 
2.181 
3.317 
l.SVt 
1.38 
.2UU 
-.58U 
-.925 
.1887 
.297'+ 
.6276 
.72736 
.6292 
.315^ 
.9603 
.83076 
.U91U 
.1319 
23 
2k 
23 
13 
21 
23 
23 
-ii. 
2.123* 
£.193* 
.77H 
-.608 
-1.113 
.38U 
2.255* 
1.8-^ 
^ -Significant at .05 level. 
** -Significant at .02 level. 
**« -Si^if leant at .01 level. 
Blank - not significant. 
Table lU. Relationihlp of the Sevell sooio-eoonoaic status score to the adoption 
or non-adoption of selected farm practices 
Mean Sewell scale •aloe Weighted Standard error Degrees "t" 
Practices Adoption Hon-adoption aean of the of values* 
diffarence moan. fjreedoa 
Keeping fan 
records 78.296 71.710 U.UU .9335 22 U.756*** 
Sise of far* 10.256 8.02U 1,803 .2636 22 6.8U 
* - Significant at .05 lerel. 
** - Significant at .02 level. 
- Significant at .01 level. 
Blank - not significant. 
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Relatlonahl'P of ealeeted faotora to the total nxiaber of -practices adopted 
A sunmarjr of the analysis of ooTariance for the relationship between 
the number of adoptions and the selected Independent factors Is presented 
In Table 15 • A highly significant negative relationship wp.8 found between 
the age of the farm operator and the nuaber of practices adopted. The 
yea. s lived on farms seemed to be na^jatlvely related to the number of 
practices adopted although the relationship shown was not large enough to 
be statistically significant at lerels selected for this ntxidy. The re­
maining three factors: education of farm operator, soclo-econo.-nlc status, 
'Ad total acres operated were positively related to the number oZ practices 
adopted. The highest positive relationship was between the Sewell socio-
economic status score and the number of practices adopted. The next highest 
positive relationship was that between the education of the form operator 
and the nuaber of adoptions, and the lowest positive relationship was between 
the total acres operated and the n\mber of practices adopted. 
Since the "between-cluster" variation had been removed the remaining 
variation was the '*wlthln cluster" variation. The results indicate that 
there was a significant variation between the farm operators with refer­
ence to the selected factors. 
Distance from demonstration farms, fhe dlstnnce measured In road miles 
was computed for each of the demonstrators in terms of the nonber of miles 
the farm house was located from the demonstration farm. In Fig. 8 the 
mean number of adoptions was plotted against the distance in road miles 
Table 13* Suamary of the analyslB of coTarianee betveen the total amber of 
adoptions and Tarioos saleoted Independent factors 
Seleoted factor 
Buaber 
0' a 
observations 
Coefficients 
of 
correlation 
itb* 
values 
"f 
values 
Age of farm operator 491 -0.208012 -0.0338"^ -U.O63*»» 
Education of fara operator USU 0.293660 0.5l6»ila 6.57U»*# 
Socio-eoonomic status U92 0.U32305 0.102787 10.36I»*» 
Total acres operated U93 0.3698^ 0.00l|«2J| 
Tears lived on farm U92 -O.O6S1»91 -0.007265 -1.U82 
^The "Betveen Cluster Tariatlon" has been remoyed. The degrees of freedom are the 
nnmber of obserrations minus twenty-five. 
- Significant at .05 level. 
** - Significant at .02 level. 
*** - Sigiifioant at .01 level. 
Blank - not significant. 
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from the demonstration farm. The mean number of adoptions inoreased 
from one mile out to the two raile range, remained fairly oonstant from 
the two to the five mile range, and declined sli/^tly at the six mile 
point. Beyond this point we have too fev obserrations to draw any 
oonolusions regarding the relationship between the mean nnmber of adop­
tions and the distance from the demonstration farm. 
Tears in demonstration program. The possible existence of a rela­
tionship between the number of years the demonstrator had 3>articipated 
in the TVA demonstration program and the number of practices adopted 
was investigated. No significant relationship was found. The demon­
strators were grouped, according to the number of years they had 
participated in the TVA demonstration program, into two groups, those 
who had participated In the program for five years or less and those 
for six years or longer. No significant differences were found between 
these two groups with relation to the number of practices adopted. 
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SUMMARY ABl} CONCLUSIONS 
The pxirpoae of thla research was to Investigate the diffusion of 
InproTed farming practices. The data were gathered, in 1951 through 
the use of schedule interrievs with farm operators in the following 
11 southwestern Virginia counties: Bland, Slokenson, Grayson, Lee, 
Russell, Scott, Snythe, Tazewell, Washington, Wise and Vythe. The Tennes­
see Valley Authority test demonstration farm units formed the basis for 
the Investigation. 
The Tennessee Valley Authority, in accordance with provisions of 
the act under which it was created, instituted a d.emonstratlon program 
utilising individxukl farms as demonstration units. The operators of 
the farms selected for participation in the program were required to 
adopt certain approved practices and to encourage other farmers In the 
area to adopt these. The Tennessee Valley Authority provided the farm 
operators with fertiliser, either free or at a reduced rate, and techni­
cal advice through means of an assistant county agent whose salary 
was paid by the TVA. The 1^7 ^V^A demonstration forms In the 11 south­
western Virginia counties formed the population from which the sample 
was selected. 
A stratified random sample of 1^ demonstration farms was drawn 
from the list of demonstration farms active as of January 1, 1951> 
•tratlficatlon was introduced to secure Information relative to a policy 
adopted by TVA for discontinuing the farms as demonstrations follcirlag 
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five years of participation in the program. The length of time the farms 
had been in the program at the time the study was conducted Tsriod from 
six months to sixteen years. The sample was proportionally stratified 
on the basis of those vho had participated in the demonstration progran 
for five years or less and those who had participated six years or 
longer with the lenisth of time participated computed to the closest year. 
It was originally planned to Interview a group of ten farmers 
around each of these I30 deiaonstrators to o'btaln information relative 
to the spread of the practices. Limitations of time and funds required 
a 8ubsai!Q}ling of the original sample and 2^ deiaonstrators were randomly 
drawn maintaining the same basis of stratification. Around each of 
these demonstrators, 20 non-demonstrators were selected for interview 
relative to the adoption of ten farming practices approved by TVA. 
Fifteen interviewers were selected from students at the Virginia Poly­
technic Institute and trained In the administration of the schedule. 
The total nuaber of schedoles completed and usable was IU9 for the 
demonstrators and U93 for the non-demonstrators. 
The data collected were coded and entered on IBM cards to facili­
tate tabulation and analysis. The analysis of the data was coaroleted 
using tabular and graphical analysis, Chi-square analysis, analysis of 
variance and analysis of covarlance. 
7otir general objectives formed the basis for the analysis procedEU>e. 
The first three objectives were examined using data obtedned from both 
the demonstrators and non-demonstrators. The fourth objective was 
analysed for data obtained from the non-demonstrators only, ^jrpotheses 
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were formulated with respeot to each of these ol)JeotlyeB and subjected 
to test during the analysis. The results of the testing of these hypo­
theses are indicated for three levels of support. The terms "conclu-
slvely supported" arc used to Indicate relationships statistically 
significant at the .01 and .02 levels of probability. The term "sup­
ported" is used to indicate relationships statistically slKnificant 
at the .05 level of probability. The tern "indicated" is used for 
cases where the hypotheses were not subjected to test by statistical 
measures of significance, but where the evidence was favorable to the 
hypotheses. 
The first objective was to compare the operators of the Tennessee 
Valley Authority test demonstration farms with operators not in the 
demonstration program on the basis of selected socio-economio charao-
terlstics. Support for the following hypotheses was indicated by means 
of graphical annlysis. (1) The farms operated by the daaonstration 
farmers are larger than those operated by the non-demonstration farmers. 
(2) The demonstrators are predominately owner operators while the nox^ 
danonstrators are predominately tenant operators. (3) The demonstrators 
have a higher proportion of their number in the younger ages than have 
the non-demonstrators. (U) The educational level of the demonstrators 
is higher than that of the' non-demonstrators. The other hypothesis 
examined under this objective had no indicated support. This hypothesis 
was that the demonstrators have lived on the same farm a greater average 
number of years than the non-demonstrators. The results of this com­
parison of the demonstrators and non-demonstrators Indicates differences 
existing between the two with respect to the socio-economic characteristics 
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obserYed. 
The seoozid objeotlve was to study the prooeas by which the spread 
and acceptance of selected farm practices occurs. Support for the 
following hypotheses was indicated by neans of graphical and tabular 
analysis. (1) There is a definite pattern of adoption over tine which 
tends to ap3)roach Ohapin's "S" eurye of cultural chaxige. Support was 
indioated for this hypothesis in the case of the use of hybrid seed corn, 
but was not so clearly indicated for the other practices, farther 
research in connection with this hypothesis as a pplied to other fam 
practices is needed, (2) The lag in years between initial contact with 
the practices and the first trial of the practices is lon^^er than the 
tine lag between the initial trial of the practices and the adoption of 
the practices. No other hypotheses were examined in connection with 
this objective. The data examined indicate the presence of a process 
of adoption, but further research shoiild be conducted to refine the 
description of this process. 
The third objective was to analyze the role played by various dif­
fusion media in the process of the spread and acceptance of these 
approved practices. Support was indioated for the following hypotlieses 
by means of tabular analysis. (1) Following Initial contact with the 
practices, agencies such as the Sxtension Service become numerically 
more important as sourees of additional information, (2) Demonstrators 
use the Sxtension Service, college bulletins, and other less personal 
sources to a greater extent than do non-denonstrators. The other two 
hypotheses examined were indicated to be not supported. (1) Newspapers, 
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nagazlnes and other maaa media are numerically most Important as initial 
contacts with approved farm practices. Neighbors and relatives were 
nunerioally most Important as original sources of information for. the 
non-demonstrators while the liixtension Serrice was numerically most 
important for the demonstrators. The ranking of radio with reference 
to Its importance as a source of information concerning fnrmlng prac­
tices was in direct conflict with the findings of other studies. Radio 
was ranked very low in Importance by both demonstrators and non-
demonstrators in this area of Virginia. In nost of the previous studies, 
radio was ranked very high as a source for information concerning farm­
ing practices. This suggests that more effective use of this medium 
of comiaunication might be made in this area. (2) Neighbors and friends 
are the most Important contacts somerioally In seouring the individual's 
trial of the practices. Neighbors were ranked in a relatively low 
position as influences leading to trial of the approved practices. 
Result demonstrations were numerically the most important Influences. 
These were not result demonstration in the sense of e:q>eriments, but 
rather in terms of observing; t^od results either on the Individoal's 
own farm or on that of some other practical farmer In the area. 
A very ionortant finding with regetrd to sources of information 
was that the sources for original contacts with the practices differed 
from those influencing trial and adoption of the praustices. This 
suggests that those associated with action programs shotild select certain 
media for the dissemination of information concerning new or improved 
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practices and select other media for use in securing adoptions of these 
practices by farm operators. 
The fourth objectire was to analyze the relationship of selected 
socio-economic factors to the adoption or non-adoption of these farm 
practices. The following hypotheses were conclusively supported hy 
N 
the analysis of the data from this research. (1) Ihe number of years 
of schooling completed is positively associated with the adoption of 
the approved practices. (2) Fara size In acres operated is positively 
associated with the adoption of the approved practices, (3) Socio­
economic status of the farm operator is positively associated with the 
adoption of approved practices. (H) The a^e of the farm operator is 
negatively associated with the ridoption of approved practices. The 
remaining hypothesis that the distance from the demonstration farm la 
negatively associated with the adoption of approved practices was not 
sup:Dorted. 
Since the data indicated that the demonstrators adopted the approved 
practices earlier and more rapidly than the non-denonstrators»j an examina­
tion of their characteristics presents some indication of some of the 
characteristics of an "ideal type" for early adopters. < The demonstrators 
operated larger farms, were more predominately owners or part-owners, 
were generally from the lower age groups, and had achieved a higher level 
of educational attainment than had the non-demonstrators. With referenca 
to contacts for information, the demonstrators used Impersonal sources 
and sources external to the community to a greater extent than did the 
non-denonstratora.< 
8U& 
The walysls of the data indicated that liTestock practices were 
unique with regard to sources of informntion used, influences to trial, 
and the pattern of tine ln£ 'between initial contact with the practices 
and trial of the practices and between firat trial of the practices and 
adoption of the practices. Further research should be conducted to 
determine whether this difference is a real difference or Just a chance 
difference appearing in this research. 
8Ub 
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APPJiMDIX 
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Sohedole Hunber 
Interviewer 
Hmei Start Conplete 
Date 
T.D.U. # Date Bstabliahed 
Kane 
Post Office County 
SiKe of farm, tonnre, and elassifioation of land. 1950. 
1. Total acres operated _____ Owned _____ Rented 
a. Woodland 
b. Pemement Pasture 
c. Bay 
d. All other crops 
e. Idle open land 
2, Oom: Sila.'ie _____ 
3. Tobacco ___________________ 
(check) 
Acres Permanent Rotation 
a. Alfalfa 
b. Ladino 
c. Ladino-Orchard 
d. Ladino-?esoue _____ —— 
e. Lespedeza 
f. Red CloTer ___ ______ ______ 
g. Other i)ermanent pasture _____ _____ 
h. Totals 
5. Months or days operator worked off the farm for pay in 1950* Months 
6. Months of labor you hired in 1950* Months _______ 
* Instructions (Ignore if less than 1 month) 
Oeneral Lirestcck Inrentory 
7. Beef cattle: a. Breeding GOVS b. heifers and calves None 
c. 7eeding cattle: 1. steers and cows 2!. baby beef 
Own Rent 
Grain 
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8, Dairy oattlei a. milk L. heifers and otdves None 
9. Swlnej a. JOPood BOWS Hone 
b. Spring lilcfl 1. farrowed 2, on feed 
c. Fall pigs (1950) 1. farrowed P-. fed 
10. Poultry: a. Number of (laying) heng b. Other (Specify) 
Hone 
11. Horsest a. Work horses and males b. Colts c. Other Wone 
12. Sheepi a. Nuaber ewes b, Kujnber lanbs raised this year c. Bucks^ 
None 
Pasture Igproreaent 
liaa 
13. How much of your pasture has been limedT aores None 
lU, When did you first a. hear about . b, try . c, adopt the use 
lioe on pastures? 
15. Frequency of complete pasture coverage Amounts 
16. How did you find out about this practice? a. Saw, where? __________ 
b. Read, where? c. Heard (1) Radio? 
(2) Heetine? Person? 
(Specify) (Specify) 
17. What influenced you to try it? 
18. Do you plan to continue it? Yes So ____ why? 
Phos-phate 
19. How much of your pasture hns been phosphated? acres. None 
20, ^ifhen did you first: a. hear about . b. try c. adopt 
the use of phosphate on pastures? 
21. Frequency of application _______ Amount _________ 
22, How did you find out about this practice? a. Saw, irtiere? ____ 
b. Read, where? ___________ c. Heard (1) Radio? 
(2) Heetinig? (3) Person? 
(Specify) (Specify) 
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23. What Influenced you to try lt7 
2U. Do you plan to continue It? Yea No Why? 
yptaeh 
23. How nudi of your pastiire hat heen treated with potash, either alone or In 
alzturee? acres None ______ 
26. When dlayou first: a. hear about . h. try c. adopt the 
use of potash on pastures? 
27. Frequency of application _____ Amount _____ 
28. How did you find out ahout this? a. Saw, where? _________________ 
h. Read, where? ________________ c. Heard (1) Radio? 
(2) Heetlng? (3) Person 
(Specify) (^eclfy) 
29. What Influenced you to try It? ________________________ 
30. Do you plan to continue this practice? Yes _____ No ___^ Why? 
Nitrogen 
31. Are you applying nitrogen to your pasture to extend the graslng systea? 
Yes No . 
32. When did you flrstt a. hear about . b, try . c. adopt 
the use of nitrogen for extending graslng se; son? 
33. How did you find out about this practice? a. Saw, where? _________ 
b. Read, where? ____________ c. Heard (1) Radio? 
(2) Meeting? _ (3) Person? 
(Specify) (Specify) 
3^. Are you using a mixed fertlllzor with nitrogen for top dressing yoor 
pasture? a. Ladlno? ____ h, BluegrassT c. Lespedesa? 
35. Do you feel that the use of nitrogen on your pastures Is a beneficial 
practice on your farm? Yes Ho ____ Why? ___________________ 
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Reaeedlng of Pennanent Pasture 
36. Hov mach of your penaanep.t pasture have you reseeded with: 
a. Ladlno and Orchard? acres llone^ 
b. Ladino and Fescue? acres None 
c. Ladino and Blue Grass? ^ acres None 
d. LesT>edeza? acres None 
37. ''hen did you first: a. hear about . b. try . c, adopt 
the practice of seeding permanent pastures? 
3g, How did you find out about thisT a. Saw, where? 
b. Read, where? c. Heard (l) Radio? 
(2) Meeting? (3) Person? 
(Specify) (Specify) 
39. What Influenced you to try it? 
Uo. Do you plsji to continue this practice? Tea Ho 
Ul. Do you graze your rotation hay fields? Tes Ho If yes, when?. 
. Under what conditions? 
Olip-^ing of Pastures 
How Buch of your pestxire do you clip? _____ .-^cres. Hone 
W3, When did you first: a. hear obout b, try c. adopt 
the practice of clipping pastures? 
UU. How did you first find out about it? a. Snw, where? 
b. Read, where? c. Heard (1) Radio? 
(2) Meeting? (3) Person? 
(Specify) (Specify) 
U5. What influenced you to try it? 
U6, So you plan to contlnae this praotlceT Yes Ho Why? 
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Cropping Praotio6« 
Hybrid Seed Corn 
1+7. When did you first: a. hear about . b. try . c. adopt 
this praotloe? 
'IS. EOW did you first find out about hybrid seed com? a. Saw, where? 
b. Read, wher-? c. Heard (X) Radio? 
(2) Meeting? (3) Person? 
(Specify) (Specify) 
U9. What influenced you to try this? 
50, When did you first plant all hybrid seed corn? 
51. Do you still use hybrid seed corn? Tes No If no, why not? 
BJdsing Alfalfa 
52. How many acres of alfalfa do you. have at present? acrfls. None_ 
53, When dl»i you first: a, hear fibout . b. try c. sdopt 
this practice? 
5U, How did you first find out about raising alfalfa? a. Snw, Where? 
b. Head, \diere? c. Heard (1) Radio? 
(2) Meeting (3) Person? 
(Specify) (Specify) 
55. What Influenced you to try this? __________________________ 
56. Do you plan to continue this practice? Yes Ko Why? 
57. What is the average len^jth of life of the stand? years. 
58, Do you have a coaplete G. C. o. plan Tor your fform? Yes Ko^ 
If yes, do you like it? Yes No Why? 
9U 
LlYeatook Praotloes 
59. Porebredi a. Baef b. 3)airy c. Sheep ______ Hone ______ 
60. Do you usei 
a. Artifiolal insemination ( ) 
b. Purebred Sires ( ) 
61. When did you firstj a. hear about . b. try , c. adopt 
this praotioe? 
62. How did you first find out about this? a. Saw, where? 
b. read, where? c. Heard (l) RridioT 
(2) Meeting? (3) Person? 
^Specify) (Specify) 
63. What influenced you to try it? 
6U. Do you plan to continue this practice? Yes Ho Why?_ 
Dosing of Sheep No :5heep_ 
65. When did you first: a. hear about . b, try . c, adopt_ 
the dosing of sheep for internal pcirasites? 
66. How did you first find out about this? a. Saw, where? 
b. Read, where? c. Heard (1) RadioT_ 
(2) Meeting? (3) Person? 
(Specify) (Specify) 
67. What influenced you to try it? _______________________ 
6g. Do you plan to continue this practice? Yes No Why? 
69. Do you have an electric water system? Yes W 
70. Did you have someone hook it up for you or did you do it yourself? 
Someone else Self 
(If he hooked it \jp hiaself) 
71. What made you think you could do it? 
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Home Praotlcea 
72, Do you keep farm accounts or records? Yea NO Wljy? 
73. What year did you begin? 
7U, Who keepB the aecounts? a. Jaraer? b. Vfife? c. Farmer and 
wife together? d. Other 
(iipecify) 
75* 1>^ yowe own words how good farming methods spread around 
here. 
76. What might be done to help th^ spread faster? 
77. Is there a farmer <u-ound here who has usually been first to try 
new practioasl Yes Ho Hame 
78. Has he heen sucoessftil as a farmer? Yes Ho 
79. vOiat things do you feel make him successfalT 
20. vfhat ohanges in farming do you think have been most helplUl to farmers 
In this looalityT 
b. 
81. What additional changes or improTements in farming and homemaking 
are most needed in this looalityT 
farming homemaking 
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82. Where do you get your "beat information and help in oonneotlon with 
Improved methods? 
G«noral 
Speolfict 
Problem Source of inforaation and help 
1. 
2. 
83* Has T.V.A. done aoytliln,'^ for the faraera in this ooomunity? Yos 
Ho If yes, what? 
8U, Has T, V, A. helped you personally? Yes Ko Commentn 
85. Has Sxtension done any thine? Yes Ho If yes, whatf_ 
Ask of non-T.D. farmers only 
86. Is there a T.V.A. test demonstration farm around hereT Yes Ho 
87* do you feel is the purpose of the test demonstrri ion farmsT 
88. HaTe you ever been on a tour to a demonstration farm? Yes Ho 
If yes, to what farm? 
Trip 1. 
Trip 2. 
Trip 3. 
What year?_ 
What year?_ 
vrtiat year? 
89. What did you i'.o to see? a. 
b. 0. 
90. \/hat did you try as a result of these tripsT a. 
b. 0. 
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Ask of T,!). fanaera only 
91. 'x'hat iiTf} yoiv as a demonstration farmor exi^eotod tn do? 
92. Eavs you encourr^ed any other fnrmers to adopt new farm practicaa? 
Yes Ho If 30, how many other fflrmers? 
a, relatlven in coiwmnAty? outside? 
b, other farmer a in community? outside? 
93. Hov anay or^aiiised tours were conducted over tiiis fana In tha Inst two 
yeai s (I9U5 and 1950)? A-nproxlmntd y how many indivMnnin oame 
in to look over your demonstration farm? ( include those on organised 
totira.) 
9U. Eove changes in county personnol made any difference in the demonstra­
tion farm Drogram in this county? Yes Wo If yes, what? 
Ask of all farmers 
95. VJoxild it help to have more demonstration fnms in thia locality? Yes_ 
Ho Why do you think so? 
96. If you feel there should be sore demonstration forms, where might 
they be located? 
Hane Location 
a. 
b. 
Wljy? 
97. v/liich location would be most helpful to you? 
98. Does this locality have a (neighborhood) name? Yes No What? 
99. Do you consider this to b« a friendly neighborhood? a. very ftiendly^^ 
b. independent 
c. unfriendly 
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100. Where do families in this locality usually go tot 
a. Buy most of their grooeries and farm awpllee? 
Distance to nearest trade centor or town? miles 
b. Attend church 1, 2, 
Distance to nearest chureh jniles 
c. Attend school! Grade school nigh school _______ 
Distance to nearest school mllea milee 
(cradc> (high school) 
101. )i/here are Agricultural Extension meetings held? 
a. Meetings with County Agentt 
h. Meetings with H. D. Agent? ______________________ 
102. Is there someone In this area who furnishes fnrm leadership for 
the entire coanranlty? Yes No . If yes, who? 
103. 7o 'Jhat organized groups do you or menibera of your faiaily belong? 
Person Hane of ct'oups Location Attend regularly Hold office 
(jBaajLLzrs.) 
a. self 1. 
2. 
3. 
b. wife 1. 
2. 
3. 
Do not list more than 3 organisations for each. 
loH. Do you or your vlfe hold any other (positions or) elective offices? 
Yei Mo If yes, number for wife BOBber for hasband 
loij. Did you ever belong to a Club? Yes HO Tako course in 
vocational af^riculture? Yos ifo Hiigh CchoolV Yea Ho 
College? Yes Ho 
106. Are you or any of your family members active at the present time in: 
a, 1;-H b. ?.y.A. c. Farm .ur<-«u 
4, flyngfl e. yarmer's Union f. A Pnrmer's Coop? 
107. Does your wife belong to a Home Demonstration ClubT Tww No 
lOS. If so, who helped organize It? 
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109. '^iiat y«fer ware you born? 
110. ilunssr of psrsoaa liviaj in tMs hnuaehold? 
111. Yecrc family has liredi a. on this fara? b. In this looalltyt 
112. Years o£ aclioolinfi: ft. husbguad b. ^d-fe 
Level of Living 
113. I'Mch of the following do you O'vn or have? 
a., aataaobile h. kitchen sink «'lth dry.in 
b. hlcctrlc li/rhtr- i. ronnln^ vrt'^rj hot esll 
c. oleotrlo iron J. bath with piped hot & cold water 
d. rndio A.M TO WBannrc eoolcftr or cnnnwr 
e. running water in the house 1. mechanical refrigerator 
r. telephone a. deet) frcese (hoaa or laekor) 
g, pownr WRBhing machine 
General Goniminieation 
llU. Listen to fnrm news on (tines per vseJ:) 
115. ifuaber of (atandard) faxn me^atinea subscribed to? 
116. llowapaporst a, daily b. non»daily 
117. Colles^ bulletins (Ibctenslon nr Kxperlaent Station) "rsr.d" in the 
past year 
lis. V/hat is tho zuuae of your County Agent (or aaaietant)? 
119. Did you diacusa f.-Jrm problsaa with hia last year? Yes Ho 
120. If yefl» where: office aeetin.': ovn fara other _____ 
121. v.'hat other farm opeciallata hove diacussod fara j:robleas with you 
during the past year? (1950). 
Saae a, Problea 
Kaae b. Problem 
122. What other faraors did you moat frequently dlacuaa farm -jrobleat with 
durln-T the past ysar (19r>0)' 
Naae a. _________________ Helative? Yea Ko 
Problem 
Name b, Rela't ve? Yes Ho 
Problem 
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l£?3. Who Is your P. M, A. Committeeiaan? Doa't know 
Nane 
Rntunftrfttor r.heok followln^^: Don't ask of r apondent. 
I2l|, Is house painted or lietler? 
125. Is the yard well kept? (lawn trinmiod, uaao ahruhbery and flower 
beds aroimd house and yaxd, eto.) 
a. very well kept 
b. well V:ept 
c. not vor> ">^'011 tra-pt 
cl. not "-'oil '-opt nt p11 
126, Is th<» rosd into Hhe f»»rpj kept in ahfipo wad eonvrnlontly loc&ted 
with rt'Bpect to the house and othw bnildlnssT Yea Ho 
